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114),!!; PREICESDING4 WILL BE
CONCLUDED BY THIS
AFTERNOON.
Distrkt Attorney Jerome Does Not
Share This Opinion--Wants Alien-
ist* to Tealfy.





developeetost ie the coat proceedings
agaiast Harry K. Thaw is the an-
nooncemest today by counsel for the
prisoner that the Thaw side rests,
so far as farther testimony from that
aide is soccerned before the lunacy
comm issioe
The defense believes that ties ill
help •o bring this particular hearing
to • dose by Tuesday night, that the
trig. dclayed for more than a week'
by the movement to dsermine Thaw's
sanity at the present thaw, can be im-
mediately maninod. The defense as-
%liners. d coeise.• that the 
commismn will new find that Thaw is now
ean • is het, they are supremely
confident of such an tcome. basing
their opinion as the splendid showing
Thaw Is said to have made when
egaeetiened by the commissioners.
Not Sheeted by Jerome.
District Attorney Jerome does not
share the opinion of the defense that
the commission will conclude its
hearine on Tuesday. He said that
dm defense was assuming too much.
and expressed the belie( that several
days would elapse before the corm:26-
*ms reported. Me. Jerome believes
that the commission will hear hia
alienist, and be hopes, besides, that
the testiinois of MkLane Harri-
silton will be admitted. There is no
doubt that the heariag will be pro-
longed if the state's alienists are al-
lowed to testify as fully as Mr. je-
-rome eddies thins to do. but the de-
tense's lawyers believe that they will
•only be petenitted to tell what they
!think of TIMer's present condition.
Daniel O'Rielly, who since the
-commission was appoieted, has taken
an active part in the defense with
tlifford W Hartridge, made the an-
houncement that Thaw will stand on
testemisen intim* the commission
6a 4 the( woonol will call no wit-
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MISS SPRING
IS REBUKED
FOR HER FORWARDNESS BY
OLD JACK FROST
MOST SEVERELY.
BIG FRUIT CROP IS
NIPPED IN BUD
HEAVY FREEZE AT LEXING-
TON BADLY DAMAGES FRUIT
AND VEGETABLES.
Prospects Fa Fine Fruit Crop At
Lebanon Blasted—Frost Predicted
This Morning.
From reports from various pares
of the state yesterday it seems that
Jack Frost has severely rebuked Miss
Spring for her fortardness by Inking
a nip at both fruit and vegetables.
Tonight, at the time this is written,
the thermometer is very near the
freezing point and the sky without a
clead.—hence frost appears certain.
as has been predicted, and while no
damage was done locally yesterday.
it is feared a different talc will be
told today,
Telegraphic -reports from various
parts of the state follow:
At Lexington.
Lexington, Ky., April z.—The
heavy freeze last night did consider-
able damage to fruit and vegetables.
Because of the unusually warm
weather the past week vegetation was
greatly advanced. The peach crop
is believed to 'have been killed.
Fruit Crop Raised.
Lebanon, Ky. April I.—The flee
prospects for a beg fruit crop in this
section were nipped in the bud last
night. The thermometer registered
all degrees, and there was consider-
able frost.
Fruit Not Inbred
Maysville. Ky.. April 1.—The ther-
motneter dropped to 28 last night,
but the fruit was not injured.
samessanaeirea, 
at sac He said:
No Witnesses.
"The defense will offer no wh-
imsies. We will not call any alien-
ist'. although we know that Mr. Je-
rome hail the promise of the com-
missioners eg hear what his experts
have to say on the writings of TIrew,
on the evidence adduced at the trial,
and on the observations they have
made enring the trial."
Mr. (YReilly expressed the opine
ion that Dr. Hamilton would not be
allowed to testify, and be added that
he hoped the whole matter would he
ended ley Tuesday night.
' CONTROVERSY OVER $75,000
' FRANK ESTATE IN COURT
WEN hr: PRANK YISTIIIRDAY PILED SUIT AGAINST HIS
MOTIMILL MARY FRANK CHESTERFIRLD, FOR PROPERTY
RE CLAIMS IS HIS BY REASON OF BEING THE HEIR OF
THE LATE DR. BEN T. FRANK. SR—SURETY COMPANY
401•IVIC CAMP OF WOODMEN, AS RESULT OF EME-
RY rolifIlL
On the "tetietind that the instru-
ment )%ebatioc in thie county court
here 'was that: will of ths late
father, Dr Ben T. Frank. Sr., llen
T. Frank, Jr. yesterday filed in the
circuit .court through his' attorney
-a snit against his mother, Mary
Frank Chesterfield, to recover posses
lialff of about les,000 worth of prop-
- city he claims belongs to him by
virtue of being th.e only son and
liar of his deceased father. The es-
tate consists of many valuable pieces
of city and rural property.
Dr. Pen, T. Frank died in this city
catierry 55. 'NS, after a long ca-
reer I medical practice. After his
deathothere was filed in the county
emit here a document purporting to
be the will of the doctor, and in
wifebteverythin.g was left to his wife.
'The wifteetteee.s not legibly • signed,
-there being a scribble whole the sig-
r itature should have been. There were
no witnesses to the signatbre. either.
'The claim is that he tried to sign it
bit was not well enougt one night
and died the following morning. The
contention is that it was not hie will
r.t all, and that he loft none, het de-
spite this fact it was probated.
,lender the kw the wife gets one-
half the personalty, and a life inter-
est in the real estate where no will
is left devising otherwise. and there
ere heirs beeides the widow.
this apse the. widow took everrhing
utiaer the document she claims was
the will, and the paper the other
claim was not.
Ignoring the document alto-
gether as being a will, no reference is
made to it in the suit filed yesterday
by the son against his mother. He
simply sets up the fact that his father
died on the date mentioned, without
eny will, dna left the property
mentioned, and which the son claims,
and aeles the court to compel his
mother to give him his interest.
Sued Woodman Lamp.
The National -Surety company of
New York filed suit in the district
court yesterday against Olive camp,
No. 2., WialxItnen of the World, of
this city, for
During I903-4 Jastice Charles
Fentry was clerk for Olive camp and
the surety company was on his bend.
After he went out of office Aubre
Smith aucceeded. him as clerk" for
the lodge. July 22. tease Clerk
Smith reported to the Sovereign
Woodmen camp atIChnalia, Neb., that
Former Clerk Emery turned up short
$208.95 in hie accounts with the Pa-
ducah lodge, Emery having been the
VOL. XXIII, NUMBER 293.
ATTRACTIVE 'FLOATER PROVES
CEREMONIES TO BE M'CAY




ON THE SCHOOL °ROMS
PROFESSOR DYES OF GEORGE-
TOWN, KY. WANTS TO BE
PRINCIPAL.
Tnaltelle Hove Much Business Be-
fore Them Tonight—Enumerators
Down to Businees.
Auspicious were the circumstances
surroneding the "Arbor Day" cere-
monies conducted yesterday at the
Washington building on West Broad-
way, the Paducah High School
Alumni association, about Ijoo
scholars and grown people erre at
the plate upon the appointed hoer,
participating in the affair which was
very entertaining and auditorium ap-
propriate.
The program was carried out in
the auditorium of the building, which
was filled with several hundred peo-
ple, Mrs. A. R. Meyers, president of
the alumni association presiding.
She announced the numbers on the
outline. consistieg of a piano duet
by the Misses Payees., soprano solo
by Miss Caroline Hamm, soprano
solo Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis, then
address by Mr. Saundere A. Fowler.
On completion of these exercises at
433 o'clock everybody adjourned to
the yard. By this time school had
dismissed and over t,000 scholars
were on the grounds where the
three trees were planted, one being
a paver maple presented by Mrs
George Flournoy. and the two others
being Norweigian maples secured by
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler. Two of
them were planted on the right side
of the concrete walk leading from
Broadway through the grounds to
main entrance of the building, while
the other was put on the opposite
side of the pavement. While the
trees were being planted the assem-
blage tang "America" vociferously,
and when the last of the dirt was
packed around the roots, the assem-
blage dispersed.
The little ones seemed to take
great interest in the exercises, as
well as the grown people, being the
first ef this nature conducted in this
city for 'reale years.
School Board This Evening.
_Tonight the truetees of the public
schools will meet in regular monthly
eession at the building on West
oadw ay and dispose of quite a
volume of business coming before
them. The question of electing the
high school principal and other pro-
fessors will come up, hence there is
a deal of interest manifested. Pro-
fessor Dyes of Georgetown. Ky.. ar-
rived Sunday and is soliciting the
position of Principal of the Washing-
ton building to succeed Professor E.
G. Payne, who resigned, effective the
end of this term, in order to go to
Germany and speed two years in the
institutions of that country.
Got Down to Work.
The school census takers got down
to work yesterday and by feet eve-
ning al: three of them had procured
quite a large number of names of in-
habitants between 6 and 21 years of
age. All•three: Messrs. J. W. Git--
beat, John Thieleman and George
Brown. are new at the undertaking.
but it will take only a few da3e for
them to thoroughly familiarize them-
money collector for Olive camp. On
getting word claiming Emery was
short, the sovereigri camp notified
the surety company, which paid the
$208.g5 to Olive camp. The surety
company then nudd 'Emery to re
cover the amount of his alleged ehort
age made by the surety company and
on trial this suit in the Paducah cir-
clet court, Enedry proved that he was
not short in his account, but had
properly handled the cosh. Now the
surety company sues Olive camp to
get back the money paid h on the
shortage claim being put in. The
stwety company itt its petition.states
Emery never was short, that Ole
camp knew it, and that the claim of
chortage was false. The surety com-
pany sues for return of the $30Peee,
and also' $35.o costs it had to pay in
the suit against Emery and the law-
yefs fee of $25. •
•
BODY PULLED FROM RIVER AT
KENTUCKY LANDING OP-
POSITE ISETROPOLIS,
HAD BEEN MISSING FOR
NEARLY THREE WEEKS
UNFORTUNATE YOUNG FEL-
LOW VVENT TO CAIRO ON
EXCURSION.
Scpposition is He Fell Overboard
While the Steamboat Was En
Route Back Here.
The mystery surrounding the sud-
ckre disappearance of Frank IfcCay,
Jr., was solved yesterday about noon
wheel parties fished his dead body
from the Ohio river, on the Ken-
turky side of the stream opposite
afetopohs, and brought it here early
this morning. The young fellow resid
ed with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank IlkCeay, Sr.. ef 7a2 North Sixth
street, and has been missing since
March 17 when he went to Cairo on
the steamboat Dick Fowler to see
the United States gunboat Wasp.
Several hundred people went down
from Paducah to see the gunboat and
Youag MkCay was among the moo-
brr. He was noticed among the pas-
sengers op the way back, but did not
shoe, up at his home. His parents be-
came uneasy, but thought he was stay
ing away a day ur two visiting (rends.
Two reghte thereafter, however, they
loathed Lieutteant Thomas Potter
of the "Pre-; force of his absence,
and the police begirt a search for the
young fellow, also wotified the so-
s of the surruu cties, bet
no eel bien cooldnt tali/covered_
E Siege do* it has been a mystery
ga ha where be was.
Yesterday at noon parties on the
Keiltucky chore opposite .`ertopolis
found the body floating in the water
i
and pulled it to book. Coroner Frank
Faber insmedistely went down and
had the remains placed n a skiff and
carolled across the stream to Me-
tropolis. There be assented the Dick
Fowler tut night to bring the corpse
to this city. but the boat captain re-
4used to bring it I ere on accoupt of
the Isms being so stringent about
sifippine remains unless in coffinseand
Mao on account of the decomposition
of the body, which is i na bad condi-
hoc. Absence of a doctor's certifi-
rale, and aleo the fart that the body
vane to be brought from Illinois.
where taken after fonnd, into Ken-
tudry. also had something to do with
the Fowler's refusal to handk etre
corpse As the steamer George
Cowling wanted $25 to bring it here
at to o'clock today. Coroner Eaker
Rene the body in a skiff which will
arrive early this morang.
The presemption is that Voting
MeCay fell overboard while the Fow-
ler was this eide of Metropols on re-
turning from the gunboat excursion
to Cairo the ;7th of last inonth. No
oue has yet reporteci they saw him
go overboard, thefore this theory is
the most plausable one, because if
anyone had noticed it, an inineediate
alarm would have been given, unless
it happened during a fight. The
police have one rumor, however,
that somebody knocked him over-
board, but cannot trace it down to
any degret of certainty.
McCay wan 21 years of age and
had been employed as a finisher at
the Hardy Buggy factory on Ninth
and Harrison streets. He had a fine
eeputation, being an honorable and
indostrioous young fellow, with a
world of friends. His father is the
well-known collector for the Central
Coal and Trots company. Besides
his parents he is survived by ohe
brother and several small se.sters.
Coroner Eaker telephoned from
Metropolis last night that the corpse
was badly decomposed. He sleet the
body up this morning and it will get
here about daylight, while.he comes
up on the boat. Matta and Efinger
will take charge of tbe remains on
their arttiyal.
•
College Hamblin Games Today.
/Yale vs Georgetown University at
Washington, D. C. .
• University of South Carolina vs.
'Furman University at Greenville, S.
.e. -
I
Pentrylvania State College vs, Wash
ington and Lee at Lexington, 'Va.
JUDGE REFUSED TO HAVE
MRS. ANNA SCOTT REMOVED
LAWYERS TAYLOR AND LUCA S ATTEMPTED TO HAVE HERADNIIIMISCTRAINUX 4APPOPI TMENT SET ASIDE—THERE DILODGED LEASE SHOWING I. C. LEASED RIVER FRONTPROPERTY TO ARMOUR A ND COMPANY—NEW ROAD TOBE OPENED FROM WOODV ILLE ROAD TO OGDEN LAND-ING ROAD—COUNTY COUR T.
In the county court yesterday
Judge Lightfoot overruled the mo-
tion of Lawyers Taylor and Lucas
wherein the attorneys asked that
Mrs. Anna B. Scott be removed as
administratrix of the estate of her
dead husband, James Scott, who was
killed in the Illinois Central railroad
yards at Fulton by an engine run-
ning over him while employed there
as switchman. After his death
she got Taylor and Lucas to
sue the railroad for 1•25,00ci on ac-
count of his death. Before the ac-
tion could come to trial she had it
dimissed over the protest of her
lawyers, wbo claim that by this act
she is not looking after the interests
of her dead husband's estate properly,
hence they sought to have her re-
moved, and the estate put in' charge
of Public Administrator, Felix G.
Rudolph. Judge Lightfoot refused
te 'do thee. Tiylor Lucas wini
,.not appeal the proteeddeg to the
higher court.
RiVir Went Peeps* • Imam.
There was filed iii'.sthe county
clerk's office yesterday the docu-
ment showing that during February,
tow the Illinois Central railroad
leased- to the Armour Packing com-
pany, to feet of the vacant strip of
'ground the kaliroad owns on the
East side of South First street be-
tween Broadway and 'Kentucky
avenue. The lease is for fifteen
years, the packing people to pay Veer
per yew- for the ground on which
Armour constructed the building at
First and Broadway. The building
does not occupy the entire part of
ground leased. The balance of the
'round unleseed extends from the
end of the 13o feet at the Broadway
end, up First to Kentucky avenue,
and it is through this vacant part that
the city of Paducah wants to buy a
sixty foot strip so as to run a pub-
lic driveway through it from First
street down to the river front levee,
so vehicles can get to the wharfboat
when the stream is so high the float-
ing wharf is brought up abutting the
river front buildings. Negotiations
for purchase of this sixty foot strip
by the city are now on, and it is pos-
sible this desired deal is what prompt-
.ed the Armour office at Chicago to
send down here for recording pur-
poses. the lease showing 150 feet of
the ground belongs to thein. for the
UNION PAINTERS 1
OUT ON STRIKE
WILL.NOT GO TO WORK UN-
TILL ALL FIRMS SIGN
SCALE.
The Hod Carriers Are Being Signed
Up With by Contractors—Elec.
triad Men Get Contract.
The enion painters of this city are
out on a -trike because four of the
seven firms employing union mien
have not yet signed up the new
,chedule of wages that will prevail
for one year, commencing yesterday.
The last twelve months the painters
have received thirty-five cents per
hour for an eight-hour work day.
while for the coming twelve months
the painters want this raised to eo
cents per hour for the- same number
of hours. C•mtractors Robert Long.
Claude Creason and Robert McCune
have signed the new scale, agreeing
to pay the five cent. per hour raise,
while Contractors Robert Tyree,
1
Fred Perry, Walter Pell and Charles
Warren have not signed' up. None of
the painters will work until all of
the contractors sign, 'hence business
in this respect will remain at as tand-
still until something is done, unless
'those refesireg to sign up procure
non-union men to work for them.
All but a few of the contractors
!employing hod carriers have signed
the new schedule, while is it thought
the others will do likewise without
eny trouble. For the past twelve
months .'the carriers have been getting
$3 per' day for carrying brick and
Sass, for carrying mortar, while the
former want a raise to $3.25 per day
ear} the mortar men to $2.6o per day.
The independent telephone com-
pany bay shade a new contract with
mentioned term of years.
New Country Road.
W. R. Hocker, May V. Trice and
C. C. Price, the commissioners ap-
pointed, reported to the county court
yesterday recommending that there
be opened the nes country reed de-sired from the Woodville road to
Ogden Landing road. The parties
owning farms along the pmpoedd
right-of-way want the new **war
-Lightfoot then named these
and petitioned the court for ict4i=
'losers to go over the proposed route
and see whether the three think it
would be of advantage to the people
out that way, hence recommendations
to that effect.
Marriage License.
Walter H. Ham and Margaret E.
Davies were granted a license to
marry by the county. et ,.L,.
•••=•111•110...
Sale of Property.
'Daeid L. vgactstie ttinsferred to
Mrs. Nannie Garner tor. $t,aoo andi
other considerations property on
Sixth between Clark and Adam's
streets The deed was lodged yes-
terday for record in the county
clerk's office.
Mary E. Young sold to Jessie M.
Coleman for $1 and other coesidera-
tions property on the south side dl
Broadway between Siesta* and
Seventeenth streets.
Land in the comity was sold for lir
by Theodore Kovekainp to Benjansiss
lloveltamp.
Henry Hazotte transferred to P. &
Ratcliffe for leo property in the
Johnson Maplewood Terrace addi-
tion.
The Glenwood Realty emegmesy
sold to F. G. Cosby for $t and other
eonsiderstions property on the ca*
side of Twenty-third between Linda
sey and Trimble streets.
Henry Houser bow* from La-




The Jackson Foundry and Machine
company filed a lien in the county
clerk's' office for $4411.40 claimed duit
from W. English, the attorney, as the
amount the latter owes the foundry
people for material furnished English





Mk MAURICE INGRAM um.
ABLE TO LEAVE HONE YET.
Mr. Roy Judd Operated on for Appeo
dickis Sunder—Dr. John Bonds
Confined with Erysipelas.
Merriber Maurice Ingram of ttse
Central fire department is still con-
rined to his room with iniuries re-
ceived when the truck horse slipped
and fell at Fourth and Kentucky Ave-
nue two weeks ago in turning the
corner on guing to a fire. Driver
Lagram was- thrown from his seat
and his leg was badly sprained. bet
not ihroiten. It will he several weeks
yet before he can re -ins. destiee.
Oprotion for Appendicitis.
Mr. Roy C. Judd, the Illinois Cen-
tral railroader, was operated on for
appendicitis Fiunday at Riet-irside hos-
pital, where he vrae resting well this
morning early. He /*elites at am
South Tenth street.
Yositg Lady Operated O.
Mrs. Albert Serges was taken to-
Riverside hosnital- yesterday feeean
operation to be performed.
•Attack of Erysipelas.
Police Commissioner John Bonds-
it eorifined to his home on ant
between Fifth and Sixth, with hit
attack of erysipelas.
the attaches Who are netionvospilr
line foremen will get $3 per daye e-
men, sa.rs per day, wire thief, $yei per
mouth, trouble wan, OS giat month.
Time and one-half for o and
double pay for Sunda-xi







HELD ' ND 0!sE POSr
Phil Skinner, Colorral, Held to the
Grand Jury for Alleged Theft
of Clothing.
„Yesterday afternoon Judge Cross if
the police court disposed of several
warrants whs ei,i parties we' char. ed
by th sanitary inspector vith failIng
to keep ther premises clean. The
Kentucky Planting company of I.egal
Row had been warranb d 'or permit-
ting its surface water closet in the rear
yard to become very filthy. Since
the warrant was gotten out the place
as been cl an'ol and this being shown,
the court dismissed this ,harge, AS
he did also in teh case against Drug
eist Ray Ballowe of Tenth and Broad-
way against whom a like complaint
existed. Baker Fred Kreutzer of
Kentucky avenue and Second street
was warranted upon the charge of let-
ting filthy water flow out over his pre
mises, but he showed to the court
he was connecteing his place now with
the sowerage system, and th.s warrant
was dismissed. Harth Broehers, the
Eighth and Norton street rain dealers
had a pool f stagnating water under
their warehouse there, but infrmed th
judge they were now draining it off
The judge then held up this warrant
to see if everything is alright. The
warrant against H. Well and Sons
showed they we-re permitting loud-
smelling slop to stand around in the
distillery yard just beyond Mechanics
burg. The judge heard part of this
testimony and left the ease
open until Thursday to hear another
witness.
Yesterday morning the judge held
Phil Skinner, coloured, over to the
grand jury on the charge of grand
larceny. Hit is steamed of stealing a
sten of clothing from Memmebe Otto
Hamilton of the Central fire depart-
ment of Norat Fourth istreet. and was
brought back here from Henderson by
Detective Moore !Saturday.
Until today was pomponed the war-
rant charging Clarence NieGuire with
stealing a bicycle from Harry Allsman
and selling it to another boy for Si,
Doss Simmons, colored. was held to
the circuit court grand jury in $too
bond on the charge of appropriating
to his own imie $ts another dark) bad
given him to send to the ocher man's
wife down in Tennessee
'Moon Wrikerecon wes lined Si
lid cc ,sti for being drunk
COURT MACHINERY
TO MOVE FASTER.
Columbits, 0., April I.—If new
rules put into effect in the Ohio su-
preme court today accomplish the re-
sults for which they are intended.
there will in future be fewer "delays
of law" in the criminal practice be-
fore that trabunal. The new rules
provide that when a motion for leave
to file a criminal case is filed in the
supreme court, the petition in error
must be presented with it and left
in the clerk's care. If the motion is
granted, the clerk will file the peti-
tion instanter. It is further provided
that within 6o days from the tiling of
the case the plaintiff in error must
file 'his printed briefs and within co sociation. The association is affiliat- I
dal the defendant's brief must be til-
ed. Under these rules it will not be
more than too days alter a criminal
case is first called to the attention of
the court until it is ready for argu-
ment. Under the old rules attorneys





We have a full hne of Hig•• Urade tiuggies, Carriages alai
Driving W agons of this celebrated make. Don't fail to cal
and look our line ove . No better buggies made. For saleby
Powell-Rogers Co.
SPORT CALENDAR OF WEEK.
Change in Control of Illinois Mines.
Chicago, Ill . April t —At the an-1
nnal meeting here today of the Illi-
nois Collieries Company it is probable
that the control of the company will,
pass from the Pittsburg Coal Com-
pany to the Monogahela River Con-
solidated Coal and Coke company.
The change in control is the direct
result of the recent removal of F. L.
Robbins from, the presidency of the
Pittsburg Coal company. The Illi-
nois company is the largest in the
state, operating eight great mines.
The Pittsburg company has hereto-
fore controlled it through owning 20
per cent. of the stock, Mr. Robbins'
holdings. Mr. Robbins. who is pres-
ident of the Mcsnogaliela company.
will likely become president o( the
corporation.
Tuesday.
Capital lacrosse team. champions
of Canada. sail for England.
Sixteenth annual horse show of the
Durland company opens in New l'ork
city.
Opening of annual international re-
gatta at Monaco.
Ten-round bout between "Kid"
Ferry and Jack Cardiff at Allentown.
Pa.
Welateaday.
Opening of two days' horse Show
at Augusta, Ga.
Opening of annual bench show of
Duquesne Kennel club, Pittsburg. Pa.
Thursday.
Wisconsin state high school bas-
ketball tournament at Lawrence tin•
iversity, Appleton, Wit.
Saturday.
Opening of international autontoble
and sportsmen's show :n Montreal.
Boat races at Aceapolis between
crews of Naval academy and George-
town university.




Tor 311t0, Omit.. April T. -Ten-pip
players float many parts of the Do- I
minion. with a number also from
Buffalo and other cities across the!
line, have gathered in this city to take 2
part in the first international toiuna-
mem of the Canadian Bowlers' as
ed with the American Bowling con-
gress aild the tournament takes place
tinder the rules of the latter organ-
ization. The play is tic curcinue
througi the week, the games being
rolled on twelve new alleys laid es-
pecially for the occaaion. Two thous-
and dollars in cash prizes and a num-
ber of valuable trophies will he di:-
tribute() among the winners in Os'
five-men. two-men and in%idual con-
teets.
"THIS IS MY 47TH BIRTHDAY"
—George S. Nixon.
Senator George S. Nixon, oi Neva-
da. Who was recently reported: as
having made a large fortune out of
the mines in Goldfield, was horn in
Newcastle. Cal.. April 2, 186o. He
attended school in Oakland and be-
gan his career in San Francisco.
Twenty years ago he removed to Ne-
vada, where his first employment was
as a telegraph operator. After sev-
eral years spent at the telegraph key
he became a bank clerk. Later he
organized and became cashier of a
bank at Winnemucca, Nevada. Soon
:liter going to Nevada he became in-
terested in pc diticS and in ifieso was
elected to the legislature. lie came
into prominence as reate chairman of'
the silver 'party, and years ago
was elected to the United States sen-
ate. In addition to his political work
and his vast interests in Nevada
mines Senator Nixon has been active
HI promoting irrigation companies and
other enterprises baying for their ob-
ject the development of his native
state.
No More Faro in Arizona.
Phoenix, Ariz., April date
marks the passing of public gambling
in Arizona. the law makieg the run-
ning of a gambling game a felony go-
ing in to effect today. - A similar law
has been enacted in 'New Mexico and
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER I will .become operative the first ofAND GET ReSULTS, next year. ,
Indian Philosophy.
The other day Elsie. the oldest
living Tonkawa Indian, was making
some purchases in one of our hard-
ware stores, and the enterprising
saleeman called her attention to a
washing machine which he said would
make. 'Mlle Monday- a day of pleas-
ure. Old Elsie admired the gayly
painted machine, but whne she was
made to mulerstand for what pen-
pose it was intended she sniffed the
air in contempt. "Me no wash. Pale
face wash, wash—all time wash.
Wash Monday. Monday, Monday,
heap wash. Indian no wash; all dir-
ty. Pale face wash: all time dirty,
10,C-1-rink:1st:a (Okla.) 'News,
Taarills4 •••••••••••
SERIC; ZOUGIIIIL S.. AL; ;HE
'fUREDBLOL.h 1..1sSEL 6HARGE
ENGINEER JOHN L. McGUIRE DIED AT FULTON SATURDAY
NIGHT AND WAS BURIED HERE YESTERAY AFTERNOON
ALBERT BISHOP PAS SED AWAY AT HOME OF
FATHER IN BEANDEBERG —FIREMAN HENRY JAMES
DIED OF TYPHOID FEVE R AN DWAS TAKEN TO
ARLINGTON—OTHER DEAT HS.
Mr. John L. McGuire, the widely
known railroad engineer, was buried
yesterday afternoon at Oak Grove
cemetery, following the funeral ser-
vices held at 2 o'clock at his late
'residence several squares beyond the
Union depot on the Pool road. Mr.
McGuire was one of this city's best
trowel men and died Saturday night
at Fulton, Ky.
Saturday evenine he brought into
Fultoe from Memphis, the passen-
ger train. outline it with his regular
engine. He turned the engine over
to the hostler and went to 'his board-
ing house where shortly thereafter
he was taken with a violent cough-
ing spell that ruptured a throat blood
vessel and caused him to die in a
few moments from the loss of blood.
The body was broneht here Sunday
morning at 7-45 o'clock on the pas-
senger train that his engine would
have pulled had he lived. After the
house services yesterday, 3 special
engine, ba weave car and coach
brought the remains and mourners
down to Ninth and Trimble streets,
where the hearse and carriages await-
ed the delegation and took them to
the cemetery The grave ceremonies
wer mile/acted by th Masonic organ-
ization, Mr James E. Wilhelm
officiating, the deceased having been a
highly estemed affiliate of that order.
The deceased was born in Erie,
Prim. June is, 1851, but went to
Tennessee when quite young. and be-
gan railroading as a helper at the
age of fifteen at Nashville. with the
Nashville & Northwestern road.
Three years- later be came to Padu-
cah to take • ptace with the New
Orleans and Ohio system, now the
1111iiinis Central. While working as
a section hand he fell from a con-
struction train and injured his
spine, causing him to walk stooped
forever afterwards, following eleven
months congnement abed. He be-
brakeman on recovering be-
tween this city and Union City.
Tenn and then when the road was
Irxtended to Rives, Tenn., he was
made fireman. In 1873 'he became an
Engineer and had since then ran all
character of trains (weir the divisions
411511 of this city. January 37, 1875, his
engine blew up at Boaz station, be-
low here, throwing him fifty yards
into a tree, a triple fracture of the
right kg laying him up kir eight
sponthi. When the road was length-
ened to Memphis in dila he ran the
&est tram over it, pulling the mayor.
city officials and others who went
from Paducah and drove the golden
spike that ended the extension. Ever
*ince then he had the preferred pas-
senger runs from here to Memphis. be-
ing considered the safest and most
discreet engineer on the entire sys-
tem. lie was an exceedingly popular
man and well known to every pas-
senger and resident familiar with the
road between here and Memphis. He
was polite and pleasant so everybody
and the passengers always felt them-
selves in safe hands when they knew
he hal charge of the engine. He
never overlooked an order. pronvtly
obeying them all, even to the one
calling him into The Great Beyond.
'Re was a Mason. member ni the
Knights and Ladies of Honor. also
the •BrotherhoOd of Locomotive
'Engineers, being the engineers' rep-
resentative upon the board of man-
agers Mr the Paducah railroad hos-
Beisides his wife he is eurviveri by
the following children: Engineer
John McQuire. Mrs. Mabel Schoff-
ner. Mrs. Margaret E. Gossett. and
Mrs. .Mainie .Andrecht. Grocer J. R.
McGuire of Fourteenth and Clay is
a brother. and Mrs. Mary Dean of
Union City. Tenn.. and Mrs. Frances
Schaffner of this city, were -sisters. Convictions were secured oil the
A large number of railroad friends I claim *at they con-spired to defraud
from Fulton. Paducah and other :the United States government on
spoiets. attended the ceremonies. • contract work in Savannah harbor.
Another Railroad man. 1They were sentenced to four years'
Sunday morning Mr. W. Albert imprisonment and to pay a fine of
Bishop died at the home of his father $575.000. which equals the entire
in lir indenberg. Ky.. after a many • amonnt paid them by the government
-numth's illness With Brien's dis- for the Savannah work. They are
thenow in jail at Macon swaitingease awl complications. Testerday
afternoon the remains were buried in resnit of the present appeal.
-the family cemetery of that city.
Mr. Bishop was cashier cur the Ccillege Baseball Today.
Illinois Central frieght house at sixth Princeton vs. Georgetcnse Univer-
yand Campbell streets, this city, and sit at WaSitingli tn. D. C.
Yale vs. Walbrook Athletic climb atltad ben in a decline for the pain two
year., tut not mail dining February ilaWillore :Md-
4141 In' give up and go to liot Springs. Univoirsity vs. University
of Virginia at Chatirlsottesville„ Va.Arts in search of health. which could
not be found. and he then went to ' Lafayette vs.V,rniiar°1Vechilic
Instittite at Roanoke, Va.'his father.' home,
University of , Pennsylvania vs.'Me deceased was born thirty- i.
Richmond college at „Richmond. Va.seven years ago at Brandenberg, and
-when %cry young started to steam- Trinity College vs. Delaware col-
boating, being clerk for twenty years . lege at Durham, N. C.
of Cinnberland river steamers, after-1 Newberry College vs. niversity of
wards on the Dick Fowler from here I North Carolina at Winstoss-Salem.
to Cairo, and finally, ftnir year; ago.; C
emceed the lamidry business 0„ I Wake Forest College %••. A. & INS
South Third street near Kentricky at Raleigh. N. C.
itA cline. lie remained at this only Knot College v'. Chicago Amen'.
nine months.  and three years ago be- ' can league at Galesburg. Ill.
University of Oklahoma v-. Precame cashier cif the freight depart- -
went. ' worth enieersity at Norman, Oista.
e as one of the finest voting
men ci er locating 'here, being of' a --Thousanda were at Benton- yes.-
cheerfli and amiable dispiossition that terday. it being "'rater Day" whets
caused eyery.bods y to it and eFteem everylitsly came in and exchanged
Besides his. parents he is survived
by two brothers, Mr. Ernest Bishop
of Louisville and Mr. J. H. Bishop
of Brandenberg. He is also survived
by his wife, who was .Mias Kather-
ine Reed of Nashville and to whom
he was united in it.
The Paducah lodge of Elks num-
bered him among its most promi-
nent and loyal members during his
several years' affiliation. His person-
ality was familiar along the rivers
for years, he being widely known,
and the dissolution will cause wide-
spread regret in many cities where
he had 'hundreds of loyal friends.
Inquest Held.
Coroner Frank Esker at 9:30
o'clock Sunday held the inquest over
the remains of Miss Lizzie Leonard,
who killed herself the night before
by taking laudanum and carbolic acid
at her home, isoo South Ninth street.
The verdict returned was:
"We, the jury. empaneled to in-
vestigate into the death of Lizzie
Leonard, after making a careful in-
vestigation and bearing evidence,
find from the evidence that she came
to her death by taking carbolic acid
and laudanum while temporarily de-
ranged. Signed: W. L. Arnold, W.
S Oakley, Claude Blanton. William
Knipp, Jesse Neighbors, John Nei-
Isms.
The funeral was held at the resi-
dence yesterday afternoon at 2
o'clock. The burial was in Oak Grove
cemetery.
Died of Typhoid Fever.
Three weeks' illness with typhoid
fever was followed by the death
Sunday morning at o:,so o'clock of
Mr. henry C. James. the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad flagman, at his resi-
dence in eas Tennessee street Yes-
terday morning ehe gemains were
taken to Arlington, Ky, . and buried
at a o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The deceased had resided in this
city for a number of years and was
an exceedingly popular and estimable
young railroader, highly regarded by
the officials. He is survived by his
wife, baby and mother.
Child Passed Away.
The four-months-old child of Mr,
and Mrs. ti. A. Harris died yester-
day morning at their home in the
Sharpe, Marshall county neighbor-
hood, and was buried yesterday af-
terrine:et at the Oakland cemetery
GREEN AND GAYNOR APPEAL
New Orleans, La, April 1,—Tipc
loag-drawn-out case of John F Gay-
nor and Benjamin D. Greene, who
were convicted of conspiracy with ex-
Captain Oberlin M. Carter in the Sa-
vannah harbor improvement frauds,
was called for argument here today
before the United States circuit court
of appeals. Marion Erwin appeared
for the government and I'. W. Mcl-
drim for the defense.
The case of Greene and Gaynor
has now been pending for more than
seven years in one form or another.
involving arguments before judicial
bodies in the United States, Canada
and England. After the original in-
dictment had 'been found in Savannah
in .t8B9sthere followed about two
years' preliminary examination in
New York. Then following,sa brief
hearing in Savannah they were for
more than three years fugitives in
Canada while the United States gov-
ernment carried their cases to the
privy council. in England before fin-
ally securing their extradition. In
January, 1906, their trial began in Sa-
vannah, nearly five years after they
:had first- been taken there for trial.
They were declared guilty last April
on charges of conspiracy, embezzle-
ment and presenting false claims.






Co Casty Douseiteepers _
Springtime is wall paper time. The season is bora, Repapei
mg go with hones-dinning, sad the lase for both is at hand
It you have bad this kind of work don• before you kaow
from past experience that delay until the middle of the sensor,
too often MOM/ disappointment. Ele, if you have not already
pieced your order with us, do so now, end avoid the rush
We are prepared to iniecute your order, regarttleis of its ekes.
and will de die work promptly and earreettp.. We base ma
efficient corps of men who undsrmancl artistic decorating. &as
our stock of paper. 13eastiful in designs and in great variety,
How do tame pm*, strike yeti?
8 cent WaU Paper at per roll
10 cent Wall Paper, at per roll













Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
D. W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah Ky.
Both Phones, No. 8go.
FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby to I. C. W. Beckham
ALL OF-..----.-._..,,,
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Rem Published. FREE
The rt-enInT lr,wt has for Pew' nil years e*.detivored to neente pictures of all ItentnekyCoveri.”rs and ha. at t4 .uceasri,d in set...,ring them through the smaiatauce of the Ken-tn.:1y S...‘te iitu,rio society.
In we. r to pure these picture. in a permanent form, they have been arranged in itgroup iii 63 sip-to-dam Atlas, showing. Kentucky with the latest cenens, pictures ofall the presi,leuts of the United States. kulers !natl.& all naticros. steamship routes,etatisticol dam. Livtory of Om itunito..Japti 'War. •lao late maptiof theAJnited states. Pan-
and moth other historical inforetation.
ansa Canal, eastern and Westr Hen emisphere, reports of the last thr national census
Tab arias.) see valaitibliwAllas Is FREE t• ALL aVeriarad POST SIJOSCRIOSRS.If sot now • subscriber send L oo for a full year's eatweription by mail or p.m for Mxmouth'. suhaeription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub.beritaion s rive by carrier or agent is tomtits Per Week..
The Pe,rilnic PoM publishes six or more edit iotm daily and the latest edition Is sent toeach ril.der accordiutt to the time that it will reach them.
The Evening Post is List is everything and hus the most State news and bestmarket reports.
For all the people and •gaiust the grafter.
inderwinient always.
tie liwalt.














Maus Two Special RemediesBlew 's Pharmacy WtUCI JAKE DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHIULEVER SOLD
•
4
These are KED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACui TABLETS, the cure for indi-
motion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
01..1) IN
PADLICAH Y LANG bROTHERS
REIIKOFF WILL PAY ABOUT
L---FORTY CENTS ON THE DOLLAR
TRUSTEE BOYD SOLD THE PROPERTIES YESTERDAN, THE RE-
CEIPTS AMOUNTING TO 150.093-yr, OUT OF WHICH WILL
HAVE TO BE PAID THE $ea° ,000 INDEBTEDNESS AND COST
OF WINDING UP THE BUSINiiSS—REALTY SOLD YESTER-
DAY MORNING AND PERSONALTY IN THE AFTERNOON
The prospects are that the creditors
of E. Rehkopf individually will get on-
ly about forty cents on the dollar of
# indebtedness they hold against him, as
• yesterday the sale of his properties
it'ought oly $9o0393.50, out of which
will come the costs of winding his es-
tate up in the bankrupt court, leaving
the balance to pay off the $iao,000
debts against Insp.
The sale was attende by about 200
people at the county courthouse yester
shw morning, at which time Master
-..Commissioncr Cecil Reed did the anc-
tioneering for Attorney A. E. Boyd,
the latter being the trustee in charge
of the properties until they are dis-
posed of. All the properties were dis-
peeled of on terms of one-third cash,
one-third payable in three months,
ao4 the remaining third in "six months.
Dick Holland bought the collar faetoa
betiding and wounds on Kentucky aye
nue boween Third and Fourth streets
for Way" one-third cash of which
wa4 $.1,tob.66. Me. Holland also per -
chows! be Fifth and Washington
• sweet residence, occupied by Mr. Jos-
* eph for $3.000, payiog 1t.oce
each. ‘Vtfliani F. Ikadshaw. 'Sr..
bought the Mechanicsburg tanyarell
building and grounds for $io.soo, the
third rash payment being tt.soo.
Henry A. Petter bought the three-
story brick building at ier7 South Fore-




the third, ;3,183.33. Mr. Petter also
bought the 109 South Senond street
uilding, giving $6,700, and also the el
South 'Second street building, giving
$6,400 for the latter. George L Alli-
son bought the little one-story frame
residence at itna South Fifth street,
giving $2,025 for it. Mrs. Earl Wal-
ters bought in the Rhkopf homestead
on Washington between Fourth and
Fifth streets, for $6,796. She is the
youngest daughter of Mr. Rebkopf.
These above propeprties brought a
total of $48.471.
In the afternoon Trustee Boyd went
up to the Mechanicsburg tanyard and
sold off the personal property there.
It consisted of Machiney and leather
goods that !rad been moved from the
Kentucky avenue collar factory. W. F.
Bradshaw. Sr.. bought them for St,tts,
while the pa tons of rye straw sold at
$7.J5 per ton, to Mr. Mason, represent-
ing the Gray & Dudley Hardware
company of Nashville. Tenn. This
made the straw come to $507.50. which
combined to the other sales, brought
the total up to $50"3.50.
l'esterday morning before' the sales
were started John G. Rehkop(, son of
the bankriast, filed s petition, as one
oi the creritors before Referee Bag-
b). sating that the salles be prevented
for the time. but the referee disrniosed




'Probably the Roost stupendous en-
gineering scheme ever conceived is
the project of George P. Price, of
Loos. 1/. Y., for an automobile ele-
-voted railway from New York to
Buffalo as a starter. Possibly, as
time and circumstances shall deter-
mine, the road may be built dear
*ems* tho continent cit San Francis-
This elevated roadway will be
lboilt within walls of concrete. y feet
high .ind too feet wide Throughout
the %hole course arches will be built
oser public roadwayse and to suit
the convenience of farmers over
whose lanela the automobile roadway
111•••e...
3laio arches will also be built to
serve as barns and storehouse., and
also for offices for the company ope-
rating te business. Within tic body
of the -tructiare conduits for every












• ( Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate journal and
Price List Free to Eyerybody. Send
frar it. Office Fraternity Banding.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
OA X74 4:•.&04111t24111111111111
largest to be a huge water maim ca-
pable if supplying an inexhauetitile
supply rif pure water to eer) town
and hamlet along the route There
will be conduiti for telegraph and tel-
ephone wires, gas and electricity. so
that every town within a radius fif
several mile• may enjoy the lux4y








Admiral Schley declares he does
not want the Democratic nomination
for vice-president, for which some of
the papers have mentioned him as a
possibility.
United States Senator Gamble, of
South Dakota, says his state is very
strong for President Roosevelt for
another term.
It is announced that Congressman
Stephen Brundidge of the Second dis-
trict of Arkansas will be a candidate
for United States senator against
Senator James F. Clarke, whose term
will expire in low
On Jefferson's birthday three cele-
brations will be held in New York
city. One is to be addressed by
Judge Parker, the second by Mr.
Bryan, and the third by Mr. Hearst.
Lee Cruet, of Ardmore, who is one
of the leaders in the race for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination
in Oklahoma, is a prominent banker
and business man 111<1 a man of affairs
in the Chickasaw nation.
William R. Hearst is now charged
by the Republican managers in Chi-
cago with openly attempting to se-
cure personal control of the Demo-
cratic organization in Cook county.
His object, it is claimed, is to cap-
ture the Illinois delegation to the
Democratic national convention next
summer.
The action of the Kentucky court
of appeals in declaring unconstitutiOn-
al the redistricting act of too6 will
take from the Democrats seven mem-
bers of the legislature which it was
intended to gain by the gerrymander,
and will render more doubtful the
election of Governor J. C. W. Beck-
1-am to the United States.
Augustus W. Owens, who recently
died at Norfolk, Va., was the author
of the "Jim Crow" bill which passed
the North Carolina legislature some
years ago.
Former Senator Pettigrew of South
Dakota is said to have vastly in-
creased his wealth during the past
year i.r two by stock speculation in
New York.
Secretary. of War Taft is planning
to take a trip west about the middle
of June to fill several speaking en-
gagements in Kansas and Nebraska.
lie will also deliver commencement
addresses in Iowa and Minnesota.
From now on 'much will be heard
about favorite sun'. In this respect
the Republicans seem to he much bet-
ter off than the Democrats. Missouri
has decided to present kfr. Warner,
mum cost. fleindes the primary oh- its first Republican senator in a gen-
ject of the automobile way, there eration. Senator Crane is mentioned
seems to te• no limit to its utility, as the favorite son of Massachusetts.
Pr sad Route and Senator Knox is proposed Per aopo.
einsilar 'honor in Pennsylvania. WhenThe route will tollow generally the sth e time 
i 1
ripe it is not improbablemain highways from New York to
that New York will come forwardBuffalo. touching the suburbs of the
towns and cities thronghout. In con- 
with Governor Hughes a* atailable
presidential timber
'eructing the road no effort wail be Though the actual work of electing
made to avoid hills. Surface roads delegates to the next Democratic
which seek comparatively level grades national convention will not begin
are forced to wind tortuously about' for almoet a year, the friend, of
the country to secure level roadbeds. AVilliarn J. Bryan are already organ-
The automobile way, however. will izing all over the country •o promote
find the hills an advantage, for in his nomination as the candidate furs
their composition of sand, gravel and
stone will be found the necessary
building material and filling for the
struetnre Thies also. the TOOft pic-
tereerpie route may be followed
No great work heretofore attempt
ed. ancient or modern, can heat any
comparison to this gigantic project.
The Appian way was probably the
first attempt at really good road
building, hue i dwindles to a mere
sheep track compared with Mr.
Price's idea. By comparison the sev-
en wonders of the world, even. are
reduced to the mild structures of lit-
tle children on a summer day, and
beside the automobile road the great
will of China %toted look like a stone
fence on an ahandened .Vew England
farm. It woulil make the Egyptian
pyramids appear as ant hills with the
Artemesian mausoleum in the 'tattle
class, while the Colossus of Rhodes
and the Phidia's "tattle of Jnpiteet
would- dwindle to the size of penny
dolls, and the hanging gardens. of
Babylon would seem like a hill of
potat'oce when viewed in the shadow
of the automobile way.
president. ,The most active agent in
this conhection appear. to be the
Commercial Travellers' Anti-Truse
League. vollich is distinctively a Bry-
an organization.
There will be more than one thens-
and delegates in the next Democratic
national convention, if all the terri-
tories, including Alaska and Porto
Rico, are allowed increased represen-
tation, and probably 67o will he nec-
essary to nominate.
Governor Dencen of Illinois, has
gone to Chicago to help along the
candidacy of Postmaster Muse. who
is running for mayor on the Republi-
can ticket. The election take: place
next Tuesday.,
St. Louis Auto Show.
St Loins, Mo.. April 1 -,‘ mon-
ster parade of motor vehicles was
'held today to mark the opening of
the St. Louis automobile show which
is to hold forth all week in the big
Jai Alai building. The success of the
exhibition is already assured a% the
exhibitor' include all the prominent
motor car manufacturers of America:
Pamous Chinese Wall. and aleo a 'limber of European firms.
While this seem: e vast project to Besides the automobiles and auto ae-
put into operation. it is really not so cessoriee. there are exhibit: of motor
great as other enterprises, ancient boate, motor cycles, motor buggies
and modern. The Chinese wall and motor commercial vehieles.was
built centuries ago. It ie 1.253 miles
long, of a uniform height of 25 feet, less expen-ive in the first instance,
with watch towers at intervals of TOO but ite proper maintenance would en-
tail endless expense, while concrete
would he almost as enduring as time.
Throughout the entire ronte. the
road will he lighted by electricity, so
that 'travel at night would be even
more attractive than by day. The
pageants of the elite of Rome in all
their krandeur along the Appian way
would not be so enchanting as the
scenes of a summer evening along
the automobile way.—St. Loub
:14"1111.111.11116
Re-
yards. rising ao feet. It is so feet
wide within the coping on the sides.
The original Erie canal was built by
manual labor, even at eitch a recent
perod- labor-saving devices being al--
most unknown.
The automobile way will find near-
ly all the material for its construction
along the route, and while it is a vast
undertaking may easily he accom-
plished by private capital The cost
oi an irati structure would be tottcli public,
PADUCAH GIRL'S
NARROW .SCAPE
MISS ROBBIE LOVING MISSED
DEATH BY ONLY FEW FEET
ATT OMAHA.
Wild Engine Crashed Into Sleeper and
Reduced Half the Coach to
Kindling Wood.
Mies Robbie Loving has just return-
ed from Denver, Col., where she spent
thr winter with relatives and while en
route home had quite a narrow escape
from injury or probable death at
Omaha, Neb., wInie a wild engine
cnashed into the sleeper she occupied.
The young lady had reached Omaha
on her way back when the sleeper
she occupied was detached from the
trim and was being carried through
the yards from one point to another.
It happened that everybody had left
the sleeper at that place but herself.
Suddenly an engine crashed into the
sleeper and splintered the end, while
the berths and seats in that portion of
he car were thrown everywhere. For-
tunately she had just taken her seat
In the center of the coach andescaped
injury. Death would have been her
lot if she had been only a few feet
clostr to the door, as everything in
that end was reduced to kindling wood
An tivestgation developped that
the throttle of an engine standing in
the yard had worked loose and started
the iron monster down the track at
lightning like speed, with no enerinee-
or fireman aboard to stop it. The
engine was badly wrecked also.
Realizing the young lady vrae in •
strange: city herself, the president of
the railroad took her in charge and
shs was royally entertained during the
six hours delay caused by the accident
NOW Rates Go Into Effect.
Pittsburg. Pa.. April i —The new
coal freight rates recently announced
by the trunk line railroads, an ad-
vance of front 5 to to per cent, over
the old schedule, went ioto effect to-
day. The coal companies in Mary-
land, Vrginia, West Virginia. Penn-
sylvania and Ohio are affected. In-
creased cost of operation is given ttv
Iii. railroads as the reason for the
advance in rates. A slight addition
to the price of coal will probably re-
sult from the advance in railroad
emit from the advance in railro
rates.
Chicaco. Ill , April --Increased
rates on grain and grain products
from Chicago to the seaboard were
put into effect by the railroads today.
The rate' during the pact two years
has ranged from 13 t-a to 15 cents a
hundred. The new rates are from
17 1-2 to 10 cents. White the in-
creased cost of operation is given out
by the railroads as the reaeon for the
Increase in rates it is generally be-
lieved that the action they have taken
is meant at a cotuiter blow for the
adverse railroad legielatan recently
passed in so many htates. It is be-
lieved furthermore that this increase
is but a forerunner of a general ad-
vance in rates to be made hy the
road' throughout the entire country.
Kansas City. April T.—The freight'
rate on grain shipments from the
Iiii•souri river and point: west to
Mississippi river points. Clicago, Min-
neapolih. Memphis and Little Rock,
was today advanced t 1-4. cents a 100
potted:. The board of trade of this
city ha. protested against the increaee
and the matter probehly will he tak-
en before the interstate commerce
commiseion.
Fights for Tonight.
Jimmy Briggs vs. Tommy Quill. 15
rotund', at Lymansville. R. I.
"Kid" Dufresne vs. Young Lenny,
o ronnde, at Montreal, Que.
Egg Rolling at the White House.
i'ea:hington. D. C.. April e—Ser-
eral thousand children, boys and girls
—black and white, from the infant in
arm, to the to-year-olds, participated
in the annual egg rolling festival on
the White House grounds today. An
equal number of grown-ups looked on
arid enjoyed the festivities. The green
slope: of the .south grounds are well
adapted to egg rolling, and it was a
pretty sight to ree the sport.
It was President Lincoln who orig-
inated the custom of inviting the chil-
dren of Washington to roll their
eggs in the White House grounds on
Easter Monday, and the precedent
has been followed by all his success-
or-. President Roosevelt has always
displayed a lively interest in his Eas-
ter Monday guests, and today he
steppea to the window_ many times
'
Office 525r/a B'way.
'Phones: office 870; Residence ank
Mattil, Efingeres Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.




OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 385
FOR SALEI
A brand new boots, Just completed, front porch with forge col-
umn, hock porch latteisd in. Reception Hall, Parker, Large Beta
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located on
lot 4oxi6o feet
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATh & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.











Total Resources .  $985,453.33
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J.A. Bauer, Louis,. Kolb, H.
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President ; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
UND IMO PLOW
HAS COME TO STAY
WHY? It's up-to-date construction ait is built, gives it STRENGTH,
OF DRAFT, which when once toe
For sale, both one and two-horse siz
nd the scientific principle upon which
DURABILITY AND LIGHTNESS
d gains for it friends and patrons,
es, by al..11 111101
Bonds Powell
Corner Second and Washington Streets
to watch the children at their froiies
The younger children of the White 'Vernon Blythe, M. D
'I Louise. including the convalescent
Archibald, witnessed the egg rolling
from the shelter of the portteo.








It Register Building, 523 Broadway.





Entered at the Postoffice of Padm-
Ohs Ky., as second-class mail matter.
/one Year $5-0*
Six Months  0.50
Three Months  1-25
One 'Week .  .to
AwYone failing to receive this piper
regular* should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
01201110 Cumberland 318.
Tuesday Morning, April 2, 1907.
To Block Saloon License.
. A South Bend, (mna) man, T. C.
'Barnes,- ontaident of the city humane
society, has an unique scheme to
block saloon license.
. Mr. Barnes filed a remonstance
with the county Auditor against every,
application for a license from Port-
erre township that will come before
Ale commissioners at the April term
kenning today.
;In h'is petition Mr. Barnes declares
'that 'lie entire liquor traffic is con-
erary to constitution of the United
State* and the constitution of the
Brave of Indiana.
Although a battle against the liquor
interests 112-4 beeu waged in South
Send for more than a year, no other
action on the part of. the antisaloon
dement has attracted so oitic.h ease.-
as has the Barnes .'emonstrance.
Ace to the remtmetrance the
(Idendatitte win include fourteen ap-
plicants. among them being some of
the best known saloonists in South
Bend
It the rtinoastrance bbecornes effec-
tive eve-c)- saloon in South Bend will
be proceeded -against in the same man-
ner whin the proprietors make applica
ton for licenses.
The remonatrance is not our /or
cause. as is the case With similar in-
itrisments. It contends that each iif
the persona is out a person of good
moral character and is not fit to he
intrusted With the sal‘of intoxicating
liquor% but 'it 4o06 not set forth a
specific complaint against their inslivi-
ithial place of hearten( but aseaijs the
traffic n trifocal.
The 4.17no4ort .chartiCteriaes the
1;qoor business as one that is in con-
flict with the spirit, the PerPone nod
.the terser of the constitution of -the
United S1S1C4 as Art out in tin. pream-
ble and in conflict with the spt. the
purpose Tont thc. letter of the constitu-
tion of. I fidialfla NW set oitt in the pre-
The .StudN's Vicaos7.
The South, of itself, ha, euetedeill
in. practicOy nullifying the adverse
effects of the Fifteenth ameadmem
and its union has bean sustained by
the supreme court. In so doing, the
South asked neither permission nor
favor, dealMg with what to it was its
most serious problem in its 04V11 way
and m it; own responsibility, says
the Lotlitevilie Timee. It has not
asked for approbation of its course.
but it is not to be denied that such
paragraohs the fallowing from
such a newspaper rs the New York
Snd make pleartint reasSang:
VlepTorable as he think, lynchings
are. Mr. Lloyd Garrison Lays
that thes4 is- something even more
disheartening to ahe friends of equal
eights, and that is the acquiesenoe
.of such me* as ex-President Cleve-
land,l't•esiderit Elliot, of Harvard.
Sithop.Laverence. of Massachns-
els t desirous of uplifting the
eolore.1 race), in the nullification of
the Fifteenth amendment and the
-maintenance of caste schoole.'
"Mr. Garrisovt semis to ndmit that
the gentlemeo -named are as much
concerned abort' the welfare of' the
negro race as he is so that the dis-
agreement betwen him sod them re-
lates only to expediency. They be-
lieve that when the Fifteenth amend-
ment was enacted die clock was put
-.forward thirty-six years or more, and
they think that it is ler the interests
of both races to turn the hands back.
There may:. have been aortae .malice,
and certainly there %see: fanaticiene
in the blundei.
"Nullification of the fifteenth
amendment is, of course. it -loose
term; negroes
Mr. Garrison
time gees on more and
-
more of them charge of the bureau there. while See-
will vote. Mr. Booker Washington, 'grant Bolden comet from there to
ithe greatcstjticnd, white or black,/ this city,
the fifteenth amendment en oree
the letter, and separate schools do
not arouse his indignation. He would
have the hands of the clock - moved
forward to the regular swing of the
pendulum. It seems to be a case of
heredity with Mr. Garrison, and he
has a short memory when he says
that the 'white South' has shown no
sense of resposibility since "usurping
all political power.' "
The war of secession was not
fought on the part of the South to
maintain slavery, so that, aside from
the ,fact that the South failed in its
effort to establish an independent
government, for which the South to-
day is thankful, it has lived to see
all of the principles for which it con-
tended not only recognized but estab-
lished. If this country is to remain
republican in spite of every attempt
at centralization, it will be because of
the fact that the doctrines for which
the South contended in the sixties
and for Which now it stands, exercise
and will continue to exercise a domi-
nant influence over thc majority of
the American people.
Verily, nothing is sacred to the
press agent. The much talked of
"marriage ordence of fort Dodge.
Iowa, turns out to be inertly an "ad"
to boom the town. At least that is
the claim now of the councilmen of
the aforementioned city, who declare
the whole thing a joke. 'While this
may be true, many people will accept
it win a grain of salt, for it has
happened that after an ordinance has
been proposed and proved unpopular,
the author hastens to say, like the
little boy: "I, was only joking." From
every state in the union letters have
poured into the little city condemn-
ing the ordinance, and not since the
day, of the Cardiff grant has Fort
Dodgc had such notoriety.
Today Chicago has its municipal
election, and it promises to be the
hottest on record. The republican
candidate. Mr. Busse, is backed by
the corporations and every corpora-
tion sheet in the city. Mr. Dunne,
the present incumbent, is a candidate
for re-election on the democratic
ticket, and is supported by all of
Mr.. Hearst's paper. This makes it
a fitht between the people and the
corporations, and tonight will tell
the tale.
While "fruit has been kitled'' every
year since the flood, according to
the -annual spring reports, it seems
that .1 or once the reports. are cortect
this season, at least in some locali-
ties. l'he, freezing weather of Sun-
day ,might did immense damage in
various parts of the state, and if the
,weather indications for today mater-
ialise much' More damage to. fruit and
vegetables will result.
• .•. • . •
-The Whole country will rejoice to
knois 'Mit there is a prospect of the
early ending of the ‘Thaw trial. It
is thonght the lunacy board will con-
clude its dune:, by tonight.
Lay away that Easter suit, get the
winter duds out of the chest, raise
the price of your "Uncle's" ticket
on that -overcoat—you'll need it.
It looks very much like the tender
eyeing pome would be frost-bitten. '
ANNIJAL 'CHAUTAUQUA.
'Members Meet Thursday to Take Up
This Year's Arrangements,
The Paducah Chautauqua Associa-
tion members meet Thursday at the
Commercial club offices to receive re-
ports from .the officers and plan for
this, aeur'e chautauqua that will be
given at the park on a date yet to
be selected, it being the second of
the annual affairs inaugurated last
July. Superintendent James Shaw,
the promoter in charge last July, will
he here in -a few days to confer about
this year's event that will item with
interesting features.
JOINT MEETING.
Moidern Wobdriven and Riyal Neigh-
bors Have Session This Even
ing.
The N-fosIcrii Wodmen and Royal
Neghbors will bold • a joint "open
meeting" this eseing at the Knights
of Pythias hall on flcoadway near
Fifth street. A find musical pro
gramme has been arrangged for rtn
(titian. and 'Will be followed by re
freshments.
--Sergeant Blake
do vote in- the states 'reel:biting office' for








CHIEF OF POLICE OF MAT.
TOON ROUNDS UP EVEN
DOZEN.
Secured Pass Word and Thus Gained
Entrance to the Den Sitturday-
.v
Night.
Mattoon, III., April 1.—Tossed with
the sountersion, which he had °beanie°
from a former victim, chief Hem!
ricks accompanied btu: officers Dun-
ace and Sexson, burst into the gamb-
hog dive at 2009 Western Avenue
at midnight and surprised a dozen men
who were captured without diffieulty.
When the .officere entered, John
Frisbey, whols"said,to be the proprie-
tor of the.hounewae stationed behind
a crap tahl, at whet* a number of
devotees :las. ere, cluatered, jat an-
other part of the big room a number
were seated about a poker table. All
the paraphanalia of the gambliteg was
in evidence, and the officers placed
every man in the room under arrest.
Summons Officers.
Judge Scott, Mayor Geary .and
Judge Phipps, city attorney, were sum-
moned and the prisoners were given 3
hearing at once. All of them entered
pleas of guilty to being found in a
gambling house, and several, pained
Fri.sbey as the proprietor.
th them were taken a grip sack
full of poker chips, a number of
pairs of crap dice and other accountre-
ments of the profession. The police
state that when they entered. Eris-
hey wasseen to shove a lot of the stuff
into his poclorts.
Months of Efforts.
The raid is a result of months of tire
less effort on the part of Mayor S.
D. Geary and his police force. Once
before, through the evidence of kred
Scoles, who claimed to have lost
money there, a search warrant "was
filed authorizing the police to search
the premises occupied by jack Boles.
Charles Barnett and John Feiebey at
Joao Western avenue. alleging that
there were to be found there one Poker
rabble, cards, chips, lice and ,ther
stuff med by gambit's.
The proprietors were given the tip
or no gambling exists there -at the
time. for when the police arrived up-
on the scrim everything was lovely,
anr nothing irregular was to be found
Last nght, however, evcrythng work-
ed to perfection. The key with which
Captain Hendricks had armed himself
fitted a rear door opening upon a
stair way leading to th room and the
officers noiselesaly tiptoed up the steps
Arriving at the door tieudrielts gave a
gentle knock, Which proved an open
Sesame, and before the




Friabey. and Dintifer iii4.i eiring
for the others, Wide &atop held




* THIS DAY IN MEMORY. 0
O 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0
1663—Royal Society of England char-
tered.
1791—Count Mirabeau, "the grandest
figure of the French revolu-1PROGRAM FOR EVENT TO BE Smith trial at witnessee. Mr. George C
tion, died. 
1792—United States mint established.1 
HELD AT MADISONVILLE Wallaqk'biertniann Louisville to At:
APRIL ta-14. ISSUED. lanta, Ga.
1801—British fleet under Nelson bomel •
barded Copenhagen. ,
1805—Hans Christian Andersen born.
Died August 4, 1875.
1811--.James Monroe of Virginia be-
came Secretary of State.
1819—The American Farmer, first
agricultural paper, issued at
Baltimore.




1865—Battle at Selma, Ala.








Should it be considered a reproach
for a man to be a candidate for of-
fice, and is it a matter of course that
if a man becomes a candidate he
should be regarded thereafter as dis-
honest and his friends and support-
ers as if governed by
ests alone?
If this is the true situation of af-
fairs, it denotes a condition of socie-
ty that should preclude any further
work of foreign missionary societies
until a higher standard, of morality
has been established here at home.
But is it true? We answer no; a
thousand times no! We claim it is
not only possible, but a positive fact
that men become candidates who are
actuated by the highest motives of
patriotism. Gov. Folk. of Missouri
and Sheriff Johns of brasbville. are
considered examples of this class, bet
there are others and their number is
leginn.
The assumption that all candidates
for office and their supporters are
goserned only by selfish monies is
one that does incalculable harm, and
the higher the source of the doctrine
the greater the harm. Civic evils
are not remedied nor e% en improved
by such means.
It is by supporting g. .4,t1 men who
are candidate% that they can be elect.
ed and by no other nay. There are
times %%hen it becomes a good man's
imperative duty to become a candi-
date and the imperative ditty of oth-
er good men to become his supports
ers and to make use of all IDeporitble
means to secure his election. While
this is politics it is also practical re-
ligion u the highest sense of the
word.
• One great trouble in the past Luis
been that men of influence who
ought to take the deepest interest ia
securing the election of good men to
office have held thmselves aloof on
the steak plea that matters of poli-




Carlisle, Pa., April v.—This is com-
mencement week at the Carlisle In-
dian school and many visitors are here
to attend the exercises. The program
•
lof the week provides for many inter-.
I citing features. Drills and calisthen-
REMAINS OF BEN PARKER. ic exercises take place in the *rasa-
COLORED, FOUND FLOAT. eiuni tonight. Tomorrow night the
ING AT DOCKS. Puritan opera. "Priscilla," by Robert
&Irene, will be given, the first musi-
cal play ever given entirely by In-
dians. The graduation cexrcises will
take place Thursday afternoonRiverman Was Pushingg Away Some
Accumulated Driftwood When
He Spiked the Comm
Last Sunday Ben Parker. Colored.
wee helping cary some ice aboard the
twboat Margaret that lies below the
wharfboat at the riv:r front. The
darky M1 overboard and was drowned
his hod disappearing. Yesterday
morning early Charles Breiggamer,
arnployed upors the dry docks, was
pushing some diftwood away from
-:.•roand the float with a spike pole,
when he jabbed the sharp end into
wfrat he thought was a log, and pulled
i: above the surface of the water. He
was horrified to see it was a corpse
of a -negro man. Trying it firmly, he
notified the 'police who sem Cirorier
Frank Eaker. The mtnains were
then identified as those of Parker. it
developMg that on going down last
Tuesday his body floated under the
dry docks and remained there until
yesterday.
The coroner held the inquest and
had the remains moved to theunder-
takers. Porker War; an hottest and
itlestrexms dairky who !told well with
the white people.
Elections in Michigan. -
Detroit. Mich.. April 1.---The spring
election in Michigan today is for two
justices of the supreme court, two
regents of the state university and a
member of the state board of edu-
cation. County officers are to be
chosen throughout .the state and in
the Fifth congressional district an
election is to be held to name a suc-
cessor to William Alden Smith, who
resigned to accept the United ,Statti
senatorship. The Republicans arc fig-
uring on success in the state cleVion





Mr. H. IL Loving an Wir. W. B.
Kennedy have, eTtliaritli fern Louie-
Nine where thify'hettlaied Utto W. ,P.
Is Very Strong and Attractive and
Covers Whole Range of Mod-
ern Activity.
!Mir. and Mrs. L. Reber.
I Louisville, April 1.—The detailed
program for the convention of the
Young Min's Christian associations
of Western Kentucky, to be held at
Madisonville, April va-za. just issued
by the state executive committee, is,
of decided strength and attractive-
ness, and covers practically the en-
tire range of modern Association ac-
tivity. The various topics Vfl be
discussed by representative associa-
tion leaders in Kentucky and other
states, and the character of the pro-
grdlii, together with the fact that
the convention will coincide with the
opening of- the new $25,o associa=
Lion building at Madisonville, is cer-
tain to assure a large attendance
from the associations - entitled to
representation in the-convention. The
territory of the convention embraces
the western portion of the state, in-
cluding Louisville.
An-twig those participating in the
convention program are: Judge Set-
den P. Spencer, of St. Louis; Dr, Ira
Landrith, Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. F.
It Burt president of the' Institute
and Training School, Chicago; NG. E.
L. Mogge, general secretary, Evans-
ville. Ind.; association; Mr. E. I.-
Hamilton, secretary International
committee. St. Louis, and Robert E.
Woods, of louieville. The singing of
the convention, which is one of its
inspiring features, will he led by the
Arid Male Quartette, of Berea, and
thy Louisssille Asoiciation Boys' Or-
chestra.
A limited delegation of pastors
and laymen from points in the terri-
tory 4•1 the canivention where asso-
ciation work is not organized, will
be cordially welcomed and duly ac-
credited as corresponding delegates,
upon making application to Henry E.
Roscsear, state secretary. Sty Fourth
avenue. Louisville. The various
railroads will grant a rate of one and
one-third fare for the round trip on
the convention dates. This reduced
rate is open to everybody.
Elaborate preparations are being
made ty the citizens of Mastitis:masa-
voile for the entertainment of the
convention. A banquet will be ten-
dered the delgates in th gymnasium
of the lien aftsociation building ,on
Friday evening, the lath, at which
the following proaram will, be discuss
ed: "The Country Boy in the City,"
Mr. Robert F.. Woods, Louisville:
"Kentucky's Appeal to Christian
Manhood." Mr. Helm Bryce_ Loni's.
"'Our World-Wide
rt chood." judge Seiko' I'. Spencer,St
Louis
Boston Has Grand Opera.
Boston. Mass . April —Music los-
ers from many parts of New England
arc arriving in Boston to attend the
opening tonight of the week's en-
gagenment of the Conned Metropoli-
tan company. The season promise;
to be one of the most brilliant and
prosperous on record r here. "Faust"
is to he presented at the opening per-
..forme with-4411101 Getaidilw. Farrier
a nat've of Boston, as Marguerite. It
Will be Miss Farrar's first appearance
here since she won renown and it is
expected thatishr will be greeted with
unprecedented enthusiasm
Easter Clothes.
The idea of haying new articles of
dress for Easter seems to be the one
custom which through the ages has
been most lastingly preserved, and it
is not very probable that all of the
'many young ladies who could not go
to church on Easter without new
bonnets or the young gentlemen who
so conscientiously visit their tailors
a few weeks before Easter know of
the old superstition that new apparel
worn on Easter would bring good
fortune in love affairs during the en-
suing year. If they did, the crush
at the tailors and the demands oil the
dressmakers would probably be very
great.—Washington Star.
Preacher Merely an Incident.
(Washington Post.)
A- St. Louis church has a.. penny
bank, elocution lesson* an saner-
mint course, a literary class, a class
in English. a sewing school, a cook-
ing class, a cherch book- store, a
horns cftsF. a letral bureau and med-
ical attention. Presumably, it ako
has pastor' who preaches the- innepel.
all•mlml•11•1=•
EXCURSIQN.
On nest Sunday March et the
steamer George Uniting will run a
special trip to Fort Massac and Me-
tropolis leaving Paducah at 3 p. in.,
returning at 6 p. in. The Metropolis
Coracett baLd will render a program
of sacred music at Fort Massie at 3
p. in. Round trip fare as cents; ior
white people only. The Cowling will
vests leave at 9.30 a in. and 6 p. in.
for Nfetropolis.
* -
Fort Dodge Marriage Ordinance.
Fort Dodge, Is., April 1.—Fort
liosige has immortalized itself by
passing an ordinance requiring all
employes,of the city to marry. It is
said that this was caused by the
complaint of two unmarried police-
men that they had to perform double
duty owing to the fact that so many
married members of the force asking
for vacations. The mayor said that
the only way to even up was for
them 'o become benedicts. McCabe
and Ditalcy protested against being
singled oat and made to become
hinediets. Whereupon the council
introduced an ordinance making mar-
riage compulsory on all emptoye% of
the city. Now the school marina are
arouse-I. Some hailing the new law
with dslinlit and others objecting to
entering matrimony, which they have
(0 far been able to sidestep. In the
meantime the widows and maids are
offering to relieve the male force of
their embarrassruent while bache-
lors aid widowerere.galore, announce
their desire to help the lady teachers
hold their jobs.
Elks to Dedicate.
Baton Rouge, La.. April I.—Tomor-
row is to be a red-letter day for the
Elks of Baton Rouge. The occasion
will be the dedication of the hand-
some new home of the fraternity. for
Which preparations have been going
forward for -some months. The first
exercises will *tie the laying of the
corner stone in the afternoon. fn the
evening the dedication proper will
take place. Members of the order
have been invited from Shreveport,
Donaldsonville and a number of other
;cities of Lottisiana. Splendid enter-
aahitment is being arranged for the
.. . irisess- ;
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Anspacher hav,e
returned .feetn spending the past alto
months in the West.
Mr. Chas. Reber of Princeton,
leaves today for Houston, Texas, ti-
ter spending Easter with her, parenee,
. •
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm left 'yester-
day for Memphis to visit her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Addis. Perkins.
.Cef .Pispatiiter Allen Jorgenson,




Engineer John McGuirte. 
Colonel :Victor Van de Male has
gone out fora drumming trip
11"nMr()s.si.George pains of Birmingham,
Ala., and her. aunt. Mrs. Thomas.
Beadles, of Fulton, left yesterday (or
Mayfield to einit-MOMMIIIMMIllie Bol-
inger, who is the eSsiers‘ Mre: Bea-
dlea F.dsi 
• • .. . ; ; g
Mrs. wtird .Toof•arnd chi 1 St.
t.: .. .4, er
t
Louis •ariivid yesterday to -Asit the
fUTITICelt 
M. South Fifth.
mimeos., Mr. and Mrs.
Chute
Colonel ELIA . Leigh returned
* allt 
to Frankfort yesterday morning after
spe.,Nktiidsi.ngForeasiik 4.yraldxays here eine hie
sister, Miss Ora .





Mr. and Mrs. c &V' °Burnett of
Paris, Tenn., have gone home after
visitinz the latter', parents, Mr, and
Mrs. Tobe Owen..
lion. George - Landram mai hers
yesterday from •Smithlead, en roma
to different points in Waot Kentucky
in the interest tel his candidacy for
the Democratic nomiumion imi state
railroad commissioner. :
President W.,WL Willi's...Au oi ac.
Old National bank at Es ansville,
Ind., was here yesterday.
Mrs. Rowena Hirsch of Jackeon.
Tenn.. returned home Sunaay after
visiting here
Miss Ruth Kelly of 5pringtield, 0.,
is visiting Mrs. Saunders A Fowler
of West Broadway.
Miss Mamie Baynham returned
yesterday from visiting ker. another
near Mayfield.
Captain Wm. tfighfield, the widely-
known ray horsemen, is here from






Detective William Baker Leaves for
Jackson, Mi..,, After Alleged
Bigamist—Police Matters.
taiesers Butler and Llebt rinan of
Fourth and Broad streets aisterday
got out a warrant against Wite. Wick-
liffe, the strange voting white man
who horignt goods (non different
fTwOa414,6",1 40. t .9k 11 10"ilelg
he ritalft Vie IOW el 0 f tlaf 'on- berets to-
%ernes, and I. N tfoolc.. and 'was
mikist thitaittihases , tpr those
atifuOrso TIT* gbt (thee dozen eggs
frost rattler ),..erbeipmgr and mid
them for $.15o V claiming the hen
fruit belonged to him. They charge
him with obtaining money under
false pretenses. Ile is now in the
colunty jail, having beet held to the
grand jury last week on three other




rto leave this evening for' Jackson,
Miss., to bring. back-Wm. Thompson
alias Wm. Jones. colored, who iv
wanted in Padtrealt -on the charge of
bigamy, but who has ben residing
in Jackson. Hei was _arrested last
Friday at that place and the detective
here has been awaiting iennisition
papers. from Goveritor Beckham in
order to be armed with the proper
dotiments.
March Arrests Made.
The police (10nel-orient "mac 131
arrests, during March, as follows:
Drunks. zo; breach of peace, 23;
drunk and disorderly, and disorderly
conduct, 36; malicious cilttins, 2:
petit larceny. 9; housebreaking, 3;
concealed weapons, 4; violating Sab-
bath, 4; grand larceny. 3; obtaining
money by false pretenses. 4: corn-
venting property. 3:-malicion% shoot-
ing. 1: instating laiignage, 4: pass-
ing coenterfeit coin. t; gaming, 2;
false swearing, re breach of brdi-
narice. 6; embezzlement, 1: Sumect.
I; harboring a eicihtis dog,: : -
Fault and hattilty. obtaining
money by false pretenses. le
Pittsburg's Supremacy.
Erma the Atlanta Journals, •ie-;-
.Pittsburo ir now the sixth nityirlis














OF SUITS. A REDUCTION OF
$5 TO $15
On any Volie, Panama or Cloth Suit in our store.
'Thereat, ecmthies throughout this mite wet*. s,
'Any ittlye Spring wrap, either in Cloth or silk. We show from
Una to tiRso.
EXCLUSIVE READY—TO—WEAR
P' TWO MURDER CHARGES ARE
SET FOR TRIAL TODAY
IMDCCTIMITEAGAINST ALBERT WENFRRY AND CICERO AN-
MESON ARE SET FOR HEARING TODAY IN CIRCUIT
COURT—JUDE lamp YESTERDAY EMPANELILD GRAND
JURY AND TODAYiSWEARS IN PETIT JURY—NUMIER OP
JUDI:3111MS GIVEN IN CIVIL ACTIONS UP YESTERDAY.
The two murder charges in the
circuit coast •ire set for trial today.
•eme accuse* Al Winfrey isf killing
Owen Clark avid the other charging
Cicero Awdertion with fatally shciot;
ing John Mix. WhiSh ever one' is
ready fur trial Tint will be gone into.
anti use Galore held off until the first
to complehai.
'Mrs. Owen. Clark had kit her Itus-
'hand. whcr lived *soar the Olivet Bet,
tist church in the county, and went to
reside with her inother, WS. Oillie
Schaffer jolt beyond Frank Wilcox's
house, five miles'from this city on the
Cairo road, and only one mile from
the Clark home. Winfrey went oat to
see Mrs. Clarlf at the Schaffer home.
aims Clerk embed in, the two fought.
got out into the yard, aod Winfrey
shoe the MACy t u death. Winfres
•etalms self-dcfeusc. CUZUXUdi MI that
-abet yelled for Wiplrey to /lamp the
knee. as he 'as .its loll 111m.
"Moiety lat other had i
pistol, fired the iata hulkt at Clark.
ftrealver.
.''Winfrey lh
Cicero .Andersou waa in the rear yard
oi Charles Gealtam's saloon with
stsatotal othert.othen Jolla Mix came
111124 them Taextiesmla of earb hal
engage& iTh ak; fogered oraeher in the
night at Sue Eggleeton's bawdy house
The •trodble ettlirtitIVed in the saloon
Yard. 'whets Astffrato.ptided his pistol
and oboe f hrsarsh the„ stoinac4,
,the lattar,V.iipe neat ilay..Ander
01311 claims started at him with
weapon, when ifelleest the fatal heti
let.
All the midi ire sieviketed for see
day, tomorrow and Thorsilay. but ay
'the salacity of eh. accused are not he.
EASTER SERMON
kre the court, a large nainbs.r of con-
tinuances will be given. There are
many, importaut charges on the dock-
et.
The judge .nt !swear in the petit
jury this mornieg and let the mem-
bers thereof take up tend of the re-
spect ive indictments, while yesterday
he empatieled the grand jurors who lot
mediately entered upon their task of
investigating different matters, with
virw of bringing in indictments. The
members of this inquisitorial body are
J. Berryman. Rohebrt Raker. W.
R. Hocker, Gorge Walter., Z. H. Swaf
ford. Ileitis Rutter W. F FIlithorps.
W. II. Coleman. Samuel J. Billington.
W. L. Farthing.). T. Pierce and M. V.
Cherry. Mr. Hooker was named a.
foreman.
After committing the grand inrors
yesterday Judas' Reed &solot the bal-
Jnee of the day to make orders ou the
"appearance docket" for the civil
caws. slam Ts 44 vb hick were before
him, most .4 the notations. showing
answers amt replies lodged, demurrers
overruled. wont/imams, Win. eta'
Dr. J. T. Redick was givenjudirrtien:
for $173 against Moore Whittaker,
account being for medical attention
plaintiff rendered defendant's family.
' Hammel brothers were given judg-
ment for $13,3.7o against James Cold
well. it being for an unpaid note Cald-
well executod plaintiffs.
There was dismissed the injunction
omit of the 15buthern Peniat company
agaigst Judge David' Cross of the po-
llee court
•Teurpletiot got judgment for $199.73
ladainkt Robertsoe.
'There was dismissed as settled the
suit oi Ifeyer-Selimidogrorery agaitot
Meadows.
• F.pisetmal church Um and $ao
Lt the Evangelical church. .
TO THIPLARS
Methodist Revival.
Rev. W .1 Naylor continue,
thrmghout this %seek hi. revival
meeting at the alethodist church in
. !Attlee addition Large crowds attend
• tech evening. and everybody i• %%eh
IMPRICIIIIEVE CEREMONY AT come.
KENTUCKY AVENUE
CIFIURCH. The Philathea Club..
Thie afternoon at 5 o'clock tti,-
l'hilathea dub of the First Baptist
Class Confirmation Sunday Kerning , church, had a oilled meeting at the
at the Ismogelicid Chords—. t chnreh
Other Congregations.
The Easter sermon to the Knights
- Templar Sunday by Rev. J R.
Henry was a very imprestive cerw•
molly. occurring at tivt Kentucky ate
vi tic Potsbisterian chat:eh...where a
senor large crowd of the uniformed
knights assembled in a body. In ad-





Department Called to Negro Cabin
Yesterday Before Noon.
The ire idelpartment was ,called
shortly Wrote noon yesterday to the
lute frmae cabin i t), the lot
facing Eiyhth street hehlatt the Buck
nee home on Jefferson.' -sA defective
flue had cansed a small blaze that.
was quickly extinguished.
Safety ia Pangless Dogs.
cNew York Press.)
Here is something newer mention-
FOR CITY'S GARBAGE DUMP
SANITARY COMMITTEE AND CITY BOARD OF HEALTH DI-
RECTED TO DO SOMETHIN G IMMEDIATELY IN THIS RE-
SPECT—BUILDINGS AT SECOND AND KENTUCKY, ALSO
AT 123 BROADWAY, ARE IN BAD CONDITION—CITY EN-
GINEER'S $2,1oo ORDINANCE ADOPTED—BUSINESS WITH
COUNCIL AND ALDERMEN.
The unsatisfactory condition in
whit+ Ghent & Elliott have been
looking after the city's floating garb-
age dump below the Illinctis Central
incline resulted in the city council
last evening directing the sanitary
committee and public board oi health
to immediately close a contract with
either Frank Wagoner or James Her-
ring to 10010 after the dump hereafter.
Wagoner agrees to furnish the city
a big barge, keep a man at it all the
time to see that garbage is dumped
properly in the river, and also com-
pel the attendant to float the dump
too yards out in the stream every
time anything is thrown over, so it
will be out far enough to be carried
away by the strong current, • lie also
consents to move the carcases of all
dead animals from the city, his en-
tire service in this and the garbage
dump connection, to be $so per
month, provided a twelve months'
contract is given. James Herring
'agrees to do all the work for $3coo
per year. The propositions of both
were referred to the committee and
board of health last night and di-
rections given for closing the con-
tract with one of the two.
'Cheat & Elliott have had a two
years' contract for some months but
do not look after the dump properly.
Now they talk of suing and holding
the city for the remainder of the
two years' time. Mayor Yeiser last
.aight asked the council to have the
committee anti board of health to see
about suing Ghent & Elliott because
The latter have not been discharging
their duty, but taking the city's
money for the work' due from them.
The dump is a floating barge kept
moored in the river below the incline,
an when scavenger wagons gather
up offal over town the vehicles drive
on this float, which is pulled out in
the river and offal dumped. over-
board.
All the counciimen ..ere present
hist evening except President Lied-
icy and Member Herzog. In ales
settee of the president, Coinseilman
Earnest 1.3ckey was selected toper-
side, and did so with much grate and
satisfaction, despite the feet this was
nItih first experience in the chair.
The Globe Bank and Trust corn-
,pan s complained that the city board
of ednervisors had asbesNed the finan-
cial iustitution's personal property
excessively fur municipal takation.
The prayer for relief was referred to
the supervisors.
New horses are needed for the Grc
department, and the Power to put.
mittee.•
chase them tik given the .fire
A. G. Sullivan secured' a license
some necks ago to open a saloon at
t.333 Broad street, but died before
be could start the place, and on his
widow's request his license money of
ffso is ordered returned the estate.
Hummel Brothers last year had the
l'ability insurance on the city electric
light plant. This year Reborn &
Smith, agents, made a !ewer rate and
the board of works gave the latter the
policy, which was taken away from.
Hummel. Now ilummel, without
waiting to lay before the board of
works the proposition to make a
rate still lower than the cut figure
of Bebout & Smith, filed a letter with
the canned saying they, Hummel%
would cut the rate down to $198 in
order te keep from losing the policy.
The letter said nothing about not
being laid before the board of works,
the proper body, and the council re-
ferred it to the board of narks where
it belongs.
City Electrician W. J. alciltereon
tiled letter* with the council stating
that the W 0. Bailey building at
123 lkoadway was in a dilapidated
ronditien and may collapse, causing
injury to someone. He also said that
the Loeb & Bloom building, occapied
by Fowler's saloon at Second and
Kentucky, was in bad shape, the side
wail being in danger of falling. On
these notices of danger being tiled
the city solicitor was. directed to'
write out documents the mayor will
serve en the owners of the property,
compelling them to either repair the
places or tear them down.
First adoption was given the ordin-,
ance stipulating that South Fifth
street shall be graded and graveled.
from Elizabeth to Broad streets, the
work to be done in five months after
the contract is let.
The people in South Tenth between
Hosbands and Elizabeth want that
thoroughfare graded and graveled..0 • • Tiernisel. Florence !gammen. Rosalie a' city clog is of no earthly value ex- ' and the ordinance providing for the
- I! f 
•*- Wetter'. Chester Kirth, Rob .t Roar.,J- cept as a pet. Therefore, why not improvement was given second pas-Charles Endrise and Herbert Shelton. i render him harmless? How can title
/ be done? Remove his teeth—those
i . Easter Offerings. with which he bites. Let renneonees-'
'An Easter offering of $112 was tablish a breed of fangless 4010- We
would not allow. fanged snakes to go
at large in our streets, so why put
up with the fanged dogs? The "fang-
less" breed would eschew meat. A
Olog with a bit of raw meat or a fresh
bone knows no friends. He will snap
at anybody—even at his master—if
annoyed in the slightest degree. The
wild instinct seems to be "brougitt
out by the 'uncooked blood and flesh.
and that instinct is to snip and tear.
Class Confirmed.
Rev. William Bourquin 'the
Evangelical churat confirmed the fol- ed before nor even thougfht of: The
lowing Sunday morning: dogs of. the city and of surrounding
Christi, Kolb. Roble -Kolb, Helen citiet are becoming a menace. Now,
mark Sunday al -the Trimble street
Methodist cherish te pay off the fleat
ing debt,while at the First Preby-
• ( t riatt church a Sibs collection' was
token up for the Peeebyterian Cle-
f/ phanage at Anchorage. 16:y. A liberal
offetIng for charity was *flare at the
Kentucky avenue Presbyterian
shurett. ...The collection ansonnting to
• $tts at the Third street Methodist
church. The colketion at the 'Mood-
way Methodist churchr was $100. at Hience-ensl therciore—fangteste dog'
vs .4
ser. Tenth along there is too feet
wide, and the street committee will
meet with City Engineer Washington
to go over the highway and decide
Whether to grave! the full too feet
or just a part of it.
#irst adoption was given the meas-
ure atipulating that after the first
of 'next January the city engineer
shall get Snion yearly salary.
The police court collections for
March were reported by Chief James
Collins of the police force.
Chairman Van. Meter of the Gnance
committee presented bills against the
city amounting ,to $11,736.03, and they
were. allowed, .this providing for the
$3486 balance 'due the General Ekon
tric company for the new eltetricel
equipthent supplied the city pow+
house, and a206.50 due John Holmes,
who officiated as consulting engineer
in installing the equipment.
The March financial statement was
reed, showing a balance in the city
treasury March z of $43,974.07, while
$038.54 was collected 'during tag
month, $19,722.t7 spent, leaving a
present balance April 1, of Sa9,o90.44.
The filthy condition of the street
ditch beside the Home of the Friaad-
less In Burnett street was referred
into.
othe board of health to be looked
The council ratified the agreed
statement of facts prepare,: by City
Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., in the
snit of Contractor Ed C. Terrell for
money claimed due him for grading
and graveling North Eighth street
along front of property owned by
Smith & Scott. Terrel is suing for
the money due hint, making the city
part of the litigition.
The counecil ratified the alder-
manic action of ordering brought in
for enactment a law making it pun-
ishable by a heavy fine for any mer-
chant to sell toy pistols or other
firearms of this character to children.
E M. Berry was granted a license
to open a new saloon at 208 Ken-
tucky /Willie, six soling for the li-
cense while Wilson, Flournoy, Du-
val and Williamson voted against it.
PT, the city aeditor and assessor wis
rrierrid the complaint of James Bul-
ger that his property had been as-
*civet' too high for city tax purposes.
T. 11.Beechen has traits/erred
untelealf of his Oak Grove cemetery
confirmed the transfer. Beauett was
then allowed $5, having removed to
hi. . private lot from the public
lot co Thomas Bennett, and the board
4!•the body of a relative. .
• Hart has bought a /ceme-:.•
Iqy etr and the purchase was na-
iled, white Smith Boyd was ordered
1 given a new deed for the one he
Ilost to his cemetery lot.
Private fences have been built
across the public alley running
throu* the block bounded .by Sev-
enth, isi*Ittb,.. •Bocklatait' and Hue-
baud's .treet.. and thi board of pub.•
c i a was 
re......
quested to have thew„,. fe...takrn them
as -to clear dab public pas-
sageway.
Couacilmin Johnnie Williamson,
known in the board as the "chronic
grumbler," informed the conncil that
the board of public works let a small
contract yesterday, and he wanted to
know by what authority the board of
works awarded the contract. He con- i
tinned that he was 1 member of the
light rertimittee, but had not been I
permitted to have "any say" about
letting the contracts or running the 1
plant. His remarks got the same 1
treatment usually accorded his use- I
less .tatemeuts, consisting of a '"squelch" from the city solicitor who
informed Johnnie that the board of i
rdo 
works had a perfect legal right to




The aldermen held a short called
meeting before the conncil went into
session last night in order to give
final adoption to the ordinances pro-
viding that concrete pavements and
curb and gutter shall be laid on both
sides of West Broadway from where
the walks now end at the railroad,
hospitil on to the city limits many
blocks farther west. The ordinance*
provide that no walks be laid in front
of W. F. Bradslaw's property out
that way. he being the only party
wanting the city to pay him for the
ground, needed for the pavements.
The other property owners out there
desire to give up their ground free
of charge. in order to get the im-
provement. a • a.
ENTERTAINMENT





THE CHARITY CLUB GIVES AN
EASTER TEA THIS
AFTERNOON,
The Matinee Musical Club Assent-
bias Tomorrow Afternoon at
Grace Church Pariah House.
Many ladies were delightfully en-
ken:lined ye,t..rduy afternoon at the
residence of Mrs. W. A. Berry, of
Seventh mad Harrison streets, it be- .
ing the "open sc-sl.on" fw the church
furnishiics, soce:ty of the First Chris-
tian church, and which body had as
guests of honor the members of the
Ladies' Aid society.
Many beautiful vocal and instru-
mental numbers were rendered, those
on the programme being Miss Mary
Bondurartt, Messrs. Clark and Robert
Bondurant, Miss Lula Johnston, Mrs.
George B. 'Hart, Mr. John Skelton,
Mrs. David M. Flournoy and Miss
Cuurtie Puryear.
Easter German.
The Cotillion club saves its Easter
German this evening at the Hotel
Craig on Fifth and Jefferson streets,
and it promises to be a very hand-
some affair.
Charity Tao.
The Charity club gives its Easter
Tea tliis afternoon front 3 to 6
o'clock at the residence of Mrs. Geo
C. Wallace of North Ninth street. •
Delphic Club.
This morning the laelplue club la-
dies meet and present the folluwiirg
programme: "Barcelona, the Key of
Spain." by Mrs. Ethridge Palmer.
and "Malaga, tbe Garden of Spain,'
by Mrs. Frank Parham.
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musical club assem-
bles at 3 o'clock. tomorrow aftesnoon
at the Grace Church parish home,
and presents the following program-
Miareliaaeosa.




  lees. Edward Bringhtet.
Pians Solo—"Spinning Song" froth
"The Flying Dutchman," Wagner,
 Mist Virginia Newell.
Vocal Duet—"0, That We Two
Were Maying". ...... Alice Mary 1,
Smith, Mrs. David Flournoy.
Mr. Richard Scott.
Piano Solo (a) "Seresade,"Limb-
ling, (b) 4Sonntagsnorgen anf Glicm,
Bendel, Miss Mary Scott..
.‘ °cat Solo—Selected, 
Miss Anna Bradshaw.
Piano Duet--Selections from "Peer
Gnt. Grieg... Misses Ham and Eades
Vocal Solo (a) "With a Violet.",
Grieg. (b) "I Murmur Not," Schu-
mann ...... Mr . Robert Scott..
Confederate Daugbters.
The United Daughters of the Con- I
federacy meets this afternoon at 2:30i
o'clock with Mrs. Louis M. Rieke.
Sr.. of Seventh and Jefferson streets.
Entertain This Evening.
Mss-''. Katie and Lottie Scott of
on4. l'-oadviay entertain with an
Easter party • ,r-vening an their
home.
Many Attended Ball.
A large crowd attended the Faster
ball last night at the Red Men's hall
on North Fortrth, given by Eves-
green. circle Woodmen of the
World. 
New American Cardinal. •
Final...Csenivel Rehearsal. . RstrIle. March 2g.—A most reliabi •
This evening at The Kentucky ; authority declared positively today
4 .
everyaody taking part in the Flower ) that tile" is no Possibility for the
Carnival will have their final re- creation of an Anglo-Saxon c.ardinal
Isearsal, it being with the orchestra athe consitory .o be held April 1.
present It. is desired that all be on even n pectore—that :s to say, the
hand promptly. ,creation of a cardinal without the
Couple Need Certificate. 
.• 
!present publication of his name—but
that the nomination of an American
al is • Margaret Davies and Mr. 
.. 
and an English cardinal at the consi--
Walter Hamm of Pinkneyville. Ill tory to be held at the end of the year
eloped to Paducah Sunday and were is almost certain.
marricd by Justice Charles Emery.
They 'sent back home immediately.: And Paying When Need Be.
but forgot to take with them a certia- (New York Evening Post.)
cate showing thcy had been married. Presumably the advocates of cell-
Vesterday the justice got the follow-itralization will still leave to the states
ing message. "Send marriage certifi-; !web functions as offering a reward
cate on 12:40 train this afternoon for he re:urn of kie_nappc(1 chldren„
ealifarn 4
&feel Pea
*Peri Abir ••t•iii g thi• IPS WSW&
NM of Cassis Swam IFis ,111.1PUt
R.IEGrElft
MI UMW ISIME1
alL coma awe before
ma•-•• 10.0•••••d•airSaigrot
en de am hoe a bye froditir-4.•
ass Dom mouries•Slir.
Tine bream wises are allsesit for ifgi
pallet sl the we/
Ps ts.u r—Ic• eat villein% Owl
palace -4 _e .t mak&
tiony hi to de Sous piptilm
Caw la ma
J. D. BACON,
Seventh net lacksoon SLS
witlout fail. War." The 'magistrate
has hastened the document in order
to prevent the impending -parental
outbreak indicated by the word
"War" in the dispatch.
Beautiful Memorial, _
The Magazine club Sunday pre-
sented to Mrs. Laura Fowler a lovely
memorial of the latter's Chilighte r•
*S. Bettie Fowler Campbell. 46.)10
during life was president of the club.
The book is in gold and white, de-
signed by Miss Frances Gould, con-
tains a sketch of Mrs. Caonpbell'a life,
also her favorite text and two verses
of /he poem "Sometimes." The cover
design is in Easter lilies with In
Memoriam" inscribed underneath,
while at the first page's top is the
text Ipst The Art of Being Kind,
Is AU This Sad World Needs." Mrs.
Mildred Davis wrote the life ,:Vetch,
which is in gold letters, as it. the'
text and poem. It is a very pretty
tribute to the dead
Owning Social Evening..
Mrs, Melissa Wilkins of Eleventk
and 'Caldwell:streets eatertained a
[arse p:rrty of genial friends last eye-
Mg with a charming secial. &roue...
menta ei many natures prev.ailing,
while elegant refreshments wore
served.
Knights of Columbus-
The Knights of Columbus have
sent out the following invitation to
many friends:
"You and your friends are eutdia1-
ty invited to be the guests of P-ado-
cab Council number tons, Knights ef
Columbus, at a complimentary enter-
tainment to be given at "The Ken-
tucky." Thursday, April 4. low.
"Hon. LaVega Clements.. uf
Owensboro. Kentucky, will deliv'er
his delightful lecture 'Kniahthood is
Ear g . . v. . a w
Yet In Flower.'
'our presence will be appreciated.
John J. Dorian, lecturer.
"Entertainment committee: Harry
I. Collins. (.. F: Itireiker, T.
Mortan Hand, A'. R. Broke, M. Wi"-
liani• Ind F. H. Flanagan."
Japan Increasing Arniamenl.
New Orleans Picayune.)
Whir British statesmen are delud-
ing themselses with the notion that
the leail:ng c..nuitries are ripe for the
acceptance nf a echem of limitation or
armarr•evits the Japanese rase quietly
preparing to increase their armament,
both on land and sea. Despite their
comparatively easy victory ever- Rus-
sia the Japanese are not nursing de-
lushes; as to the impregnability of
their position They know perfect-
ly well that sooner or later Russia
will try again to assert her pretee-
sions :it the far east and that the next
time there will be a stronger prob-
ability that she will have some aline
among the western powers. Japan
can not. therefore, be expected to
sympathiar with disarmament pro-
posals.
•
Best Kentucky arid Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
"la KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CligNNINGHAM









,mst smote an) other pm
fume to town and then proarre
the same idol from us Yogi,
say there is a great diffaremos.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes
We know now to store per-
fumes. We know bow to shere
you perfumes Our knowledge
of these requisites is what ais•
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated atiaca
Corning into our possession.
tens omidrur,
°RUG GIST
EX TH 4040 eilRO ̂ OW
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
ilecause it i▪ ro▪ ns sr:noddy. not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, on mod
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with bottoss
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms lire new, and the
"bump" so often seen is aim
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
seeding as your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone am
I WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS ME PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA' .
Soo Snap. Day and Night
School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peas
et company-the cheapest and boa
excursion out of Podaaili.
$8.00
Mayes. •
'Are are authoruzu L -ainuarace tam
c-ndida.cy of Charle• Reed fax mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
tot held Thursday, Ma % 2. (goy
'Are are authorized to ,nounce the
,-Prididacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democrat,: Primary to
brr. held Thursday, May a t907
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
le' held Thursday. May 2, 1907.
City Clark.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a caadi-
date for re-election to the office of
city clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday. May a.
ISPY.
We are authorized to announce
Mliurice DI. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
Slay 2, 1907.
City Treamwer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May a, may.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miner, Jr., foe
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2. 1907.
We see authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907..
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of A. L. Harper for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic primary to be held Tuesday,
May 2, 1907.
City Moamar.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re.
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Pure/hese for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
tooy.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
KW.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907. _
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Claris for city
ja;ler, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
For the Rend Trip tel We arc authorized to announce the
Tennessee river & retur ' 'candidacy of R. M. Wes for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Tlitirstki. May Ile
(907.
It Is a trip of pleasure, coadon
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eaeli
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. •
For other information apply to Jas




Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, 84-00;
Unlimited Ticket Ss.00, meals and
berth included.
SOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or ova., lo.so each, without
meals; $3 oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pam Asset
Of GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus.
Agent. Phone 33.
DR. ADRIAN HOYER




We arc authorized to annotti ce the
candidacy of lien Weille for school
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday.
May 2.
W H Y BUY HAND-ME-
DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILOR-
MADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
AT HOME, EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO





1-3z I Imer House
"1 I lz T .E LITTLE I itINGS
OF Id *A itibIGIS CAR CO. Al • kt-i THE WO Ti !NOS"
Washington, D. C.. March sa-The'
usual spring elections for city and
county officers are to be held next
week in various part- of the country.
For the most part the 'contests arr
of purely local interest and signifi-
cance, though in several of the larg-
er cities such as Chicago and St.
Louis the results will attract wider
attention.
The appeal in the case of John F.
Gaynor and Benjamin D Greene, con-
victed of conspiracy to defraud the
government in connection with the
Savannah harbor improvements, will
come up for hearing Monday in the
United States court of appeals at
New Orleans.
The season of the Metropatan
Grand Opera company having closed
in New York the company will start
on tour, opening in Boston Monday
night for a week's engagement. The
subsequent engagements include Cin-
cinnati, Chicago, M-ilwaukee, St.
Louis and a number of other large
cities.
Further developments in the action
to secure an accounting of the finan-
cial affairs of Mrs. Mary Baker G.
Eddy, head of the Christian Science
belief, are expected soon, as the ac-
tion is returnable at the April term
of court which assembles in Con-
cord. N. H., Tuesday.
An international conference of the
World's Student Christian Federa4
tion will assemble next Wednesday
in Tokio, with a number of Ameri-
cans in attendance. The gathering
is notable principally for the fact that
it is the first international conference
of Christians to be held in Japan.
New England will pay tribute to
Dr. Edward Everett Hale on the oc-
casion of the eighty-fifth birthday of
the famous author-clergyman.
Counsel for E. H. Harriman mill
appear before the Interstate Com-
merce commission Thursday to pre-
sent arguments regarding the con-
tention that the Union Pacific and
the Southern Pacific are parallel and
competing lines. Though souse ad-
ditional testimony may be brought
out through this action is not thought
likely that the investigation of the
Harriman lines will be re-opened.
Sir Wilfred Laurier and Sir Fred-
erick Borden, who are to repiesent
Canada at the coming Colonial con-
ference. have booked passage to sail
for England next Friday. The con-
ference is to assemble in Loudon the
middle of April.
Dr. Oliver 0. Haugh, the young
Physician who killed his father, moth-
er and brother at Dayton. 0.. is un-
der sentence to be electrocuted in
the state penitentiary at Columbus
next Friday.
The Right Hon. Jame. Bryce, the
British ambassador at Washington.
has accepted an maitation toaiSit
Chicago the latter part of the week.
CM Sturday night he is to be the
guest of honor at a banquet to be
given by the Chicago Comm. rei.il
Club.
In Europe the proceedings of the
kuasiaii Dounia and the uprising of
the peasants in Roumania. which ap-
pears to be growing despite the vig-
orous measure' taken to suppress it.
will occupy a large •hare of public
attention.
Gas Propelled Battleships.
The Dreadnought type of warship
being the limit apparently in size of
vessel and strength o: armor and
weapon', there is propounded the
question, what next? Vessels can-
not bc of greater draft than the hat-
hors that are to shelter them; and
they can be used in no greater terri-
tory than the coal they carry will
steam them. Therefore it was
thought that the great British war-
ship could not be greatly exceeded
in any respect; in other words, that
the limit had been reached. Experi-
ments have been had. however, in
recent times, with gas nginea, and
these have been pushd to such an
stint that there now arise naval con-
atructora who claim that engines of
this kind big enough to propel war-
ships can be constructed. If this is
a teite claim we shall have warshie.
run by the explosion of gaa, and
theer will be no longer any need of
the big smokestacks which take tip
much apace in steam veasela 'and
so greatly enenmber deck space. If
the amokestacks, or funnels are done
away with all the big guns of a war
vessel can be trained to fire fore and
aft across deck. In present practice
sonic the guns of the Dreadnought
are necessarily out ()ruse if the ene-
my is on the s.icIP opposite to their
line of fire. If a gas engine is used.
and the deck is clear of obstructions.
a vescel much smaller. than the
Dreadnought can bring into play a
battery more powerful than the
Dreadnought's. It would seern, there-
forei. that the new engine will, if
successful, give opportunity for add-
ed fighting strength to war vessels
without a cortesponding increase in
the size of such vessels.-Mobile Reg-
ister.
Slot Machines Under Ban.
Elmira. N. V., April t.-All
machines and similar gambling de-
vices were put tinder the ban in El-
mira today by order of Mayor Brock-
way. Hereafter they wilt be eolific-




FOR SAVING OF LIVES
OF CHILDREN
Justice Who Said Babies' Limes
Were Worth $1 Expected to
Clear Company..
Newark, N. J. Aprilt.-Chief Jus-
tice %Mem S. Gummere, who came
into notice through his decision that
a child's life was worth only $1, in
a-tut brought against a traction corn-
patty for the killing of an infant, re-
ceived a severe shock when his in-
structions to the grand jury were dis-
regarded and that body indicted the
North Jersey street railway company.
The indictments contain three
counts, one relating to dirty and in-
sanitary cars; another to useless
fenders and the third to overcrowd-
ing of cars, all in defiance of the law.
The judge talked to the grand jury
of the liability of the officials under
the criminal law and advised the
body first to discover if any criminal
law hal ben violated.
"It makes no difference," said the
chief Justice, "whether thc fenders
are up-to-date as long as they are
fenders and are used by most com-
panies operating in this country."
Then he told the jurors how hard
it was to keep the car) clean with
the public bringing mud and dust into
them and intimated that the people
could not expect absolutely clean
cars.
Among the street railway offscials
it was thought that this settled it and
that the jury would do as former
juries have done-ignore the charges.
But the grand jury snubbed the
judge and found the indictments.
f.... scr.Austtlaww
Railroads and Their Owners.
.. (Indianapolis News.)
In his recent statement on the
railroad question Mr. Cleveland said:
"We should reflect that the rail-
roads are vitally related to our pros-
perity, and that to attack them need-
lessly is to attack ourselve. It is
not the stock of soulless millionaire*,
but the property of citizen', of wid-
ows and orphans. whose savings are
invested in railroads, that is heing
damaged."
And yet oe know perfectly well
that the great fortunes that have
been made out of railroads have been
made often at the expense of these
oidow. and ••tpharss. made by officers
on -the inside):' It la not possible to
make great amounts from the opera-
turn of railroads. The money comes
from speculation in the securities of
the roads. 'Nobody ever made any-
thing out of the Alton deal except
Harriman and his friends, to whom
the thirty-odd millions of new •tock,
was issued, on which dividends were
paid out of borrowed money, and
which was finally unloaded on one
of the great insurance companies at
a heavy advance.
The interests of the bona folt
stockholders and of the public are,
when properly considered. identical.
So clearly is this recognizes? that it
has been proposed to permit no issue
of stocks and bonds except oith the
approval of the interstate commerce
commission, the purpose being to
protect the innocent investor. The
main reform is that which will be
acc4implished u hen railroads are real-
ly railroads and not-as 11ON - 100t.
Time interests of the smaller stock-
holders. of the widows and orphans,
are not being attacked by the presi-
dent and those working with him. On
the contrary, they are in constant per-
il from the Harriman-. Hilts and
tatests. As long as a man can get
control of a road by "busing- a bare
majority of the stock. borrow mil-
lions of dollars on the property into
which he has bought, and so load it
up with debt, and use the borrowed
money. nfd for the go. '(1 the prop-
erty-hut for the purchase of another
road, it can hardly be said that 'he
i• a safe guardian of the intere•ts
the widow' and orphans.
Really, we have no crusade against
wealth. corporate or other. The peo-
ple have simply determined on two
things--fir•t, that they will have fair
treatment at the hands of the rail-
road,, and second, that the railroads
shall not control either their national
or state governments. We believe
that railroad men thenoelves will ad-
mit that when these things are
brought .to pass the stockholders in
the railroads will fare better than
they do now. For then there will be
confidence on both sides, the govern-
ment and the roads will act together,
and there will be nothing left for the
demagogue and corriiptionist to do.
Delta Chi Fraternity.
Washington. D. C., April t.-The
Delta Chi fraternity, which 'numbers
Vice President Fairbanks, Secretary
Cortelyou and many other noted men
among its. members, began its annual
national convention today at George-
town university. The meeting will
last three ilaya, during which time
there will he six business sessions to-
gether with a number, of social events
Tomorrow the delegates will visit
Mt. Vernon. and in the evening they
will be received at the White Worm
by Pre.lilero Roosevelt,
Plosia, Mick*, Ohms and Quarters Make tie Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOS11 IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
ST ON El AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
mAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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(Frederic J. Haskin in Memphs
Commercial -Appeal.)
The most distinguished figure
among the veteran editors of Amer-
ica is "Morse" Henry Wattersoa, of
the Louisville Coorier-Joisro,al. The
great Scope of his experience is bet-
ter understood when it is remember-
ed that 'he used to sit in the press
gallery at Washington by the side of
Horace Greely, and that he reported
the first inegaration of President
Abraham Lincoln for the Associated
Press. Mr. Watterson is 67 years
old, just the age of his distinguished
predezessor, George D. Prentice,
when his career was ended in death.
In his memorial address to the gen-
eral assembly Mr. Watterson thus
referred to his relationship with the
famous Kentucky editor whose place
he was to fill: "You will believe me
sincere when I tell you, paraphrasing
the words of Tyndall upon Faraday,
how lightly I hold the 'honor of being
Prentite's successor compared with
the honor of having been Prentice's
friend. His mantle is a burden I
shall never pretend to carry." Not-
withstanding his modest statement
that he could not pretend to wear
the mantle of Prentice, Watterson
has won more fame as an editor, has
figured more prominently in national
politics, and has been heard by a wid-
er audience as a lecturer.
As a contemporary of Murat Hal-
stead, Mr. Watterson became active
In politics in 1072, and between that
time and 1892 no Democratic plat-
form was written without his aid
and counsel. He presided over the
convention that nominated Tilden,
and was prominent as a leader anti
platform frmer until the convention
of 1895, which nominated William J.
Bro an upon a free stiver platform,
and called forth from Mr. Wattefacia,
then in Switzerland, the famous tele-
gram. "No compromise with dislion-
or"—a message that decided W. P.
Haldeman, owner of the Courier-
Journal, in his determination to op-
pose Bryan.
Unlike Prentice, who averaged•fif-
teen limos of stork a "lay up to the
time of his last illness, Mr. Walter-
is not a drudge. He writes only
when the spirit moves him, and never
"fights space." Sometimes he writes
twice a week, sanietimes thres times.
eta-ileum(' every day, but neer even
when he is busiest, is there anything
in the nature af routine in it. Plung-
ing 'nt., a subjetc that attracts him,
he oill work like a Trojan as long
as he laces. Then he is off for a
lecture tour. or quiescent at his coun-
try home until his eye, running over
the news columns, is caught by
something that calls forth another
broadside. At the Cotrior-Journal
office he is a privileged character. He
goes to Europe when he cares to
and returns when be feels like it. His
weeks or months of work are ro
more prescribed than his days and
hours.
Prentice, it teas often said, knew
little about the "news end" of his
paper ard eared less. Mr. Watterson
does not, of course, take active su-
pervision of the news columns, but
woe betide the night editor who does
not know each and Every one of
"Marse Henry's" rules governing the
"makeup" of the Courier-Journal. The
typographical tone and dignity of the
paper must be as rigidly maitnained
as the quality and integrity of the
editoril columns, and the copy editor
whG does not live up to the Watter•
sanian law perishes without the law.
One of Mr. Wattersona biograpio
era. a former managing editor of his
paper. %rote an article +mile time ago
for a New York periodical iu which
he said that. Mr. a"attet son usually
dashed off his editorials at the club
abd spent the rest of ti e evening in
a social game of draw poker or mak-
iv "the roulette whcl look like the
aurora bureal;s." The article called
forth from Mr. Watterson a heated
reply, it. which lie stated that he was
weary of having his lame coupled
with julep stories ana stories about
all-night gambling; that lie had not
played poker for year . had never
drunk a mint julep in his life, nor
even raised a sprig si mint oa his.
farm.
lConcerning the question of Wat 
terson's salary here hal' been no lit-
tle discussion, Ask in the counting
room of the Courier-Journal and you
will be answered with a shrug and
a smile—perhaps that whatever it is
"Marsc Henry" overdraws when he
likes. It is popularly supposed that !
he draws $10,000 a year, when he I
does not overdraw. Watooson once
said of Prentice, •'lie cared nothing
for money, but had what he needed."
and the same may be said of Wattar-
,.on. who has often retnaed office and
has always declined to cansidar
however attractive, to establish
a connection tvith larger papers. His
loyalty to -Ins patio' mut the sona of.
his old friend. W. N. lialdentan. is
Unswerving. - AnYnne w!1 will is wel-
canic in criticise ;sisal appears in the
eilitorial columns of alia Courier'
Journal. but the man sv;to says it is
not a great newspaper- is the epemy
i fhnry Watterson.
-The T. C. 'has granted an in-
crease in the wages of section men,
bridge builders, track walkers and
others in the roadinaater's • depart-
ment, including stationhouie carpen-
ters. The bulletin arriving yesterday
did not' say what percentage the- in-
ert-vise Ira N.
011itlitai 
111111...at science of our erne. And the clearer
understanding of the great law of
u is no mean aelp in this
much-needed work. By suggestion
s here used is not meant anything
of a compulsory character such as is
(London Spectator.) characteristic of hypnotism, but, rath-
We are living at the midst of er the holding before the mind of the
great movement which seems des 
a
afflicted person idea:s of health and
poise until they become his own andtined to exercies a revolutionary in-
gam outward physical expression.
ment ih here fantastic and evtrava-
durnce on human life. This moue-
Probably the oost momentous dis-
'gant, there superstaioua and teen eovery in mental science for a ceni-
disgasting, and there again tury is the part played by the "sub-progressiv scientific,
conscious in our experience. Con-
summarily it may be said to be a scionsness is the wonderful candle
revolt against Ike materialistic trend
which till recent years dominated
medical science, a revolt brought
about by more vivid realization of
the power of mind over bodily states.
It is this fact which lies at the root
of "Christian Science," "Mind Cure,"
"Faith, Coq
ing," and many other quasi-philoso-
phical, quasi-religious systems of
transatlantic origin. The point to
be emphasized is that these more
or less doctrines, partly theological,
partly psycological, ought to be kept
distinct from the fundamental fact
to which they seek to give capers-
sion,—the fact, namely, that mind
can and does, affect the fortunes of
the body, and that mental influence
can be utilized in the scientific treat-
ment of disease. While it is true
that "Christian Science," to' take for
illustration, the most popular of these
colts, tiros upon a misinterpretation
of matter, a kind of ill-understood
fierkekyiam, teaches the unreality
of sin and sickness, and repudiates
academic medicines as an immense
illusion, yet the valuable thruth
which lies behind these irrat'anal
notions, deserves our recognition,
and ought to receive•pract.cal ap-
plication at our hands.
•
The wise man ail) not be frighten-
ed away from any beneacent princi-
ples by the bizarre and grotesque
shapes with which credulity may
Pc
on these unhappy people, and come
M,agt, to their aid with all the Aerating
Jed recreating powers of genuine re-
WorLitig a itt,‘ - ligion combined with the technical
skill of the most advanced medical
ife.
tific postulate must be deemed out- faith and dynamic energy for use in ••side the boundaries of right reason. the conscious region.As to the influence of the body upon . Of course the principle of suggeiothe mind there is no room for doubt. ; lion is available only within certainThe witnets of everyday life is rein- i limits. It is not a panacea or cure-forced by the detailed tests of the fall. The extravagant and pretentiouspsychological laboratory. Mental dis- -somisstatement o fthc suggestive prin-ease can be traced to brain degener- ciplc lies at the root of many of theation; physical injuries create physi- absurd cults that today defy the tea-cal discomfort; mental processes are son of the world. As a matter ofdeeply affecteci by dings. such as al- fact. its genuine successes have aotencohol, opium, cocaine, morphine and achieved only in the treatment ofmany others. But it is equally true functional nervous disorders, of by-that mental states affect bodily pro- pochondria insomnia. neurasthenia,CeSSCS.
dyspepsia. the drug habit, hysteria,The famous saying of Huxley that and the like In spite of the aeser-consciousness has no more to do with tions of the Christian scientists, mindphysical conditions than lins a steam curists. meta-physical healers. esot-whistle with the driving of a locomo- jerk vibration et id genusonme, theretive sounds like an absurdity in the 1 is no evidence worthy of the namelight of recent investigations. We I
r that where an organic chan e hasare now informed that the emotion
of fear may produce paralysis, jaun-
dice, sudden decay of teeth. erysipe-
las, eczema, and even death. "The
fact is," says Professor James. the
American psychologist, "that there ii
no sort of consciousness whatever,
be it sensation, feeling, or idea,
which does not directly and ofs itself
tend to discharge into sonic motor ef-
fect. The motor effect need hot al-
ways be an outward atrake of ht's
havito. It may be only an alteration
of the heart-beats or breathings. or a
modification of the distribution of the
blood, such as blushing or mining
pale; or else a secretion of tears or
what not. But. in any case, it is
there ir sonic shape when any con-
sciousness is there: and a belief, as
fundamental as any in modern psy-
chology is the belief at last attained
that conscious processes of any sort
must wis over into motion, open or
conce.tled.'
Now, sif one could pierce through
the 'adverse physical conditions of a
victim of neurasthenia, or "nerve
prostration,"- to the mind within, and
by bright and optimistic suggestions
awaken the idea of health, mental
and spiritual poise, one would have
set the sufferer on the road to re-
covery. Every clergyman is brought
into' contact with people who are
nervoits. fretful. foreboding. For
them each day seems to portend dis-
aster; at night visionary phantoms
murder sleep. These are the niisera-
bit- victims of insomnia. hypochon-
dria. egotism, religious melancholy.
remorse, and so forth. The family
physician in the presence of such
cases is tempted to echo the words
of his famous professional brother:
"This disease is beyond my practice
'''..*..*..more needs she the divine
I
than the physiCian." What is really
needed is an alliance between the
clergyman and the doctor.
The church, in imitation of her
founder, ought to' take compassion
of the lord, that reveals all marvels
and makes all that we call know-
ledge. But the dominant light of
consciousness is not all. Around the
little flame lie great fruitful fields of
personality wrapped in darkness, and
in God's economy the darkness is as
necessary as the light. It has been
compared to an iceberg floating ots
the sea—oray a relatively small por-
tion rises above the water and is vis-
ible, but this small segment is sup-
ported by one much larger which re-
mains submerged. Now this subcon-
scious self is the portion of our na-
ture that is most closely related to
the organs and functions of our phy-
sical body. It is this self which sees
that the commands of the will are
carried out.
It sets in motion all that compli-
cated machinery in the body involved,
for examifie. in moving a limb, of
which we know nothing or next to
nothing.
This portion If the soul lies deep-
er than the ordinary, waking con-
sciousness. It is nearer the underly-
ing laws af nature. The fret and
fume of daily life disturb it not at
all. It contains within itself those
healing, recuperative processes that
take place in silence and darkness,
usually in sleep. Through hypno-
tism it has been learned that this
"subliminal self," to tow Mr. F. W.
H. Myers' phrase, is not usually af-
fected by the ordinary mcans of re-have c:othed it. Here, indeed. .we ceiving 'knowledge—reading, waiting,may recall the Aristotelian max•nt, conversation, etc. can be influencedand say that the truth lies midway by suggestion; but to do this other-between two extremes—between a wise than through a hypnotic trancehard hide-bound maiterialtsm and. an it is necessary for one to brood moreairy, ungrounded, unreasimod spirit: or less over a few simple ideas, toitalism. One of the basic ideas .ot let these sink into the mind by silentmodern psychology is the mutual meditation or frequent repetition, orfluence of mind and body .springsng by visual impression. There they areout of their profound unity, Any-- matured by a process of "nnconscionsdoctrine that contradicts this scien- incubation.- and create knowledge.
taken place in the body any benefit
can come through suggestion wheth-
er in hynotic sleep or waking tate.
A cancer. for example, is not amen-
able to suggestive treatment. The
asurgeona knife is at present the only
fit remedy for such a disorder.
Within the region, however, of the
functional as ifstinguished from ohe
organic, it is impoosible to set any
knit tn the potency of suggc:tive
therapeutics. Mind is the tru#1 ma-
gician. Through contact with a
health,-, well-poised 'personality the
children of melancholy may learn to
gain self-control, to banish fear. anx-
iety. and the sensatious of the pass=
irig hour: above all, to exercise the
demon of egotism by ideals of good-
ness and miselfishness. And as they
do.. so thaumaturgic is the soul that
the nerve+ which a little before were
harassed and jarred by suffering AV111
experience an unaccustomed calm, as
though a heavy load had been lifted




Since the railroads policy of issu-
ing free passes to influential indivitiu-
Ms and classes has been. discreditk)
aril practically :abandoned a wave of
rissitati•ni for a flat two-cents-a-mile
t.assenger rate has been rapidly gain-
ing volume and impetus in various
parts of the country. In New York
state the two-cent rate for  •'eage-
books has prevailed for some time;
.in New England two of the three
great railroad Systems have adOptes)
it: and in Ohio a law making two
cent* the maximnm held rate has re-
cently come into effect; in Pennsyl-
vnnia a similar act has passed the as-
semhly and is now before the senate.
"Iii another month," Predicts the
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the way to Nebraska—the whole
North will have enacted a two-cent
fare.' The movement has made head-
way also in the west and south. In
addition to Ohio the states whose
legislatures 'have recently passed tw,,-
cent fare bills are Iowa, Arkansas,
Nebraska, Indiana, Missouri, and
West Virginia. In Wisconsin such
a bill was under discussion. In Min-
nesota the assembly has passed one
two-cent-fare bill, while the senate
has approved another. In South Da-
kota a similar act was passed in the
senate, but was defeated in the assem
bly. In North Carolina. in Illinois and
in Kansas the legislatures are busy
with like measures. In Mississippi a
two-cent fare has been ordered by
the state railroad commission. Hith-
erto three cents a mile has been the
prevailing rate in the Middle West
and South.
It is not a mere coincidence, as-
serts the New York Evening Post,
that the low-fare campaigns and the
anti-pass campaigns have so general-
ly fallen together But it adds: "It
requires only the simplest mathemat-
ics to show that a company which
formerly carried two-thirds of its
passengers for three cents and the
other third for nothing, will take in
exactly as much money if the whole
lot pay fare at two cents flat." The
Chicago Post characterizes the two-
cents-a-mile-fare law as the latest
"popular legislative fad." But many
persons will be surprised, says the
Minneapolis Tribune, to learn that
the Average rate of passenger charges
on all the railroads of the country
has been about two cents a mile for
the last ten years. "Of course." it
explains. "this is the average be-
tween high local rates running in a
few cases as high at four cents a mile,
half-tares, excursion and cut rates.
running as low as one cent, and free
passes.' Nevertheless, tho the aver-
age passenger rate has not varied
much in ten years, "it has declined
relatively because the purchasing
power of all wages and earnings, has
diminished with the general rise of
all prices." The attempt to give ev-
erybody the benefit of the average
rate. rintarks the same paper, "ap-
peals to the spirit of fairness.- but
it adds:
"Expe-ience teaches, however, that
gene- re.:uction abolishes entire-
ly the # ;Tort to eleourage special
travel by still lower special reduc-
tions. A quarter of a century ago
the western railroads fought the
three-cent maximum as hard as tltey
are fighting the two-cent maximum
now, but its establishment was fol-
lowed by continual special reductions
that' have brought the different av-
erage rates front half a cent to a cent
lower.
The theory upon which a lower
rate is demanded, Says the Ohio
State Journal (Cultimbus). is that the
resultant increase in lansiness will
make up the difference between the
old rate and the new rate. It goes
on to say: •
_''Now. this is the idea that the
people contend for. It is not preju-
dice. There is no desire to harni a
road or to injure its legitimate earn-
ing capacity. It is simply an insist-
e11& upon the roads conferring upon
the people the greatest possible good.
That is what they have the right to
chains. It is good public policy; that's
all. In the past year, there have been
some redections of rates. and the in-
dications are -that the roads were
benefitted by them."
The Peoria. Ill,, Journal is convinc-
ed that two-cent fares "are bound to
come." if not through the legishe-
tires or the _ railroad commissions.
theus bee:lase of the competition of
the interurban trolley lines. Never-
theless, in practically_ every instance,
the legislation whiclr would hasten
the event is opposed by the railroads.
Some of the western lines, it is said,
will try f‘i prove that the objection-
able laws • are unconstitutional. In
Boston, two-cent fares will be In Nebraska the railroads have issued
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classes of reduced fares. Ail often
heard objection to a general two-cen•
rate t ois thus presented by the Chicagp
"In anch a state as Ohio, where
every mile of farm land, every town
contributes its quota to the railway's
traffic, the two-cent law can be en-
dured; it does not spell ruin, at least
"But in the west the issue is fa
different. In time mountainous coun-
try the cast of railway construction
ia far greater than in the East. There
are region, which must be traversed,
but which never can be expected to
contribute snfficient business to pas
for the maintenance of the roads tha7
extend through them. The thrivina
towns are few and far apart. The
tide of traffic is all one way part io
the year; all the other way
the rest of the twelve months. Uncle
Isuch conditions even legislator,. 'nigh
be expected to see that laws which.
fit the railways in Eastern States ar•
incongr lllll is in the west.-
, Match of the interest in the  
ment centers in the struggle in Penn-
sylvania, where the Republican party
committed by its pre-election pledge
to a two-cent-rate bill, is urged bs
the railroads to kill the measure is
the senate. In that state, as ths_
Pittsburg Dispatch cynically remarks.
the railroads' vehement argument-
against the reduced rate "tend to al-
lay the apprehension created by sums
reports that the corporations wsrs
entirely willing to have the bill pass-
ed." In a published interview- Presi-
dent Baer. of the Reading hits--
known to the press as "divine right'.
llaer—tries to point the way for ths:
dominant party in the „legislature
; the gentle suggestion that "pre-elec-
tion promises are subject to reconsiel-
• eration by men who have assumed
official responsibility." This is paraa
plirAsed by the Philadelphia Nora
American to read: "Be willing to
that you are- a 'parcel (e.
ahaineless liars, so that you nthy el-
tecti‘ely scrvtt the railr#1:1#1 %7611/.0r; -
firm F."
Arbor Day in Virginia.
Richmond. Va.. April 1.—Advices
receivcd from :ill parts of the stat
indicate an unusually wide obseryanc
of Arbor Day in Virginia today. Ia
his prochsmation Covern..r Swansoc
asked that the day be set apart fo-
"planting • trees, shrubs and vines
about the houses and along the 'high-
ways and about public grounds, thii-
contributing to the weal h. comfort
iltafid 










It shaves, does not scrape, made
:tire a tasor, and not like a hoe.
See it and you will say it is the
only rational safety on the market.
The price is only 84,00.
Take one home. try it for 30 days
and if you ale not fully satisfied, your
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FOR RENT—Three large rooms.
504 S falitsfhs Lida
FOR to plants -rang
old telittilioriP4330?-0.
FOR .R4T—Elegain Sots. Sev
entk tidlteendik•9' Apply to B. ti
SCOtt 411"r-idj
FOR SALE—One family horse 7
and bsygy/ .4p S. Tenth
•1410‘.4
BUD—Will see you at the Ten-




rapber by young lady, Address A. B.
C., care Register.
-. ps-..---
‘VIFE—Meet me at the Tennessee
H:ectrical Theatre this afternoon.'
Important. Husband.
• Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jet-
-tenon saree‘ OLd 'none rms.
WANTED--Bilious people to use
zoule's Liver Capsules. R W.
WALKER, CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
For Sale or Trade.
Nice 62-acre fruit farm for sale or
trade for Paducah property. One
mac from NIcMinnrifle, Tenn., coun-'
:y scat of Warren county. Phone
zsaft old phone.
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
\ble-boded unmarried men between
ages of zt and 35, citizens of United
tates, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Zupan Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
yob. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room roc No.
Ii- '"'t ikrafettg. 54 Broadway.
Old slums 04-r.
Lines To
s The Regiater by ""tt, maid with eyes ethereal,
And form, dirine; and pure 1S• angel from sidereal
jworld: If thotellt assure
. `11fie' talee'e in thy sweet heart,
I will leave all else, mine only
matt'.
Thy bosom, mine only part,
- The while on Cupid's cart.
To lodge there, swee', each, every
dart.
.- If .thou but give me true thy love,
swear by all the gods above.
to worthy prove.
The prettiest eyes. or shape or
face
Shall not contrive to draw my gaze.
I will not see them; if I do.
VII hide my eyes, and Ill beshrew
'Them, if they linger two
Seconds on any else than you.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their rents expired
March 31st, and those who desire to
renew this quarter should do so be-
fore it is forgotten. All premises not
paid for on or before the toth of
April will be discontinued and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
wit* will be one dollar.
' • PADUCAH WATER CO.
---Yesterday the extra mail carrier
allosjej the Paducah postoffice was
put.lilDrk, Mt. Richard Foster. who
has been only pubstitute heretofore.
—Mise Louise Johnson and Mr. -F.
G. Lovelace of Barlow, came here
Sunday and were married at' the
Zteigpiclititsinti hotel parlor; es,
1°)
Hypnotic Influence,
Written for the Re gister by May Ellis.
The western sun was shining thro'
the windows of a hospital and linger-
ing tenderly on the white face of a
sufferer. The nurse moved quietly
around the cot, making preparations
for an all-night struggle with the
King of Terrors, for the hospital sur-
geon had told her that if her patient
lived until the sunrise the scales
would turn in his favor and the life
he had tried to cast away as a worth-
less thing would be saved.
Twice before had this same patient
ben, an inmate of the hospital's
gloomy walls. Twice had he sought
entrance at the mystery-shrouded por-
tals of the future and each time had
the heroic efforts of nurse and sur-
geon saved a life which he had scent-
ed determined to hunch on the un-
known sea of the hereafter. There
were strange rumors afloat about the
would-be suicide.
Hints of wild night rides beneath
the shadows of the western pines, of
masked horsemen who inspired a
reign of terror along the western
border, who with incendiary torch
and assassin's bullet bid terrorized
a community and held the majesty
of an outraged law at bay, of citizens
who had never returned from pursuit,
but who had been found with wide-
opep, dead eyes staring up into the
midnight sky.
!tut the gentle-faced nurse had on-
ly pity for she sinner whose life was
thus given into her keeping. All
hat leog weary night she. fought
:iirith the Despoyer.for his victim, and
when the gray light of the morning
lay over the hills, she knew the angel
life held the balance of power, al-
/ her -patient's brow • was still
damp orn the spray of the rime
which had rolled so near his- feet.
Then came long, tedious hours of
cosivilescenee. Hours when the
((byte!. strands of life seemed all too
weak to chain the spirit fretting for
release, and beating its pinions
agaiest the bars of its prison. Then
am day a stranger was brought to
the hospital wounded to the death in
a midnight brawl. The patient saw
him as be was borne unconscious
past the window, and when the nurse
came to his side she found him
strangely elicited and anxious to
losow the name of the stranger who
even then lay dead in the room be-
low. The nurse told him the dead
man's name and then in response to
his eager inquiries told how he had
crossed the dark river without re-
gaining consciousness. And then her
with him in discussion. Life in the
little tronntain village flowed on in
the usual quet, peaceful channels un-
til I was startled by a rumor con-
cerning one of tho young men of my
congregation. He had become a fast
friend of the stranger's, and they
were seen together constantly. One
morning .the report reached us that
the overland stage had, been robbed
by two highwaymen at a wild point
on the road. A large amount of
money was secured but as the bandits I
rode away the express messenger
drew a concealed revolver and one of
them paid with his life foe his booty.
The other one escaped, but on rais-
ing the black mask of the dead man
we found the smiling boyish face of
our comrade. The stranger' was "out
of town" at the time of the robbery,
but at a subsequent judicial inqu/ry
he escaped indictment, although ev-
ery soul in our little town felt sure
that the face under the other black
mask was the face of he man who
had been the dead boy's closest
friend. Time went on and the cloud
of suspicion hanging over the strang-
er's name grew darker and darker,
and ominous threats were beard of
mob law, of a trial without judge or
Jury and an execution beneath the
western pines.
At this critical stage oi affairs. I
as startled one night by a low
knock at my study door Ft was long
past 'midnight, but I .1eit my half-
written sermon and °pencil the door,
thinking some one in distress wished
to see the pastor, when to my infinite
surprise the accused man 'stepped into
the circle of light and entered, and
softly closed the door after him. Not
till then did hc speak, and when his
mice, low with a magnetic cadence
fell upon my ear. I marveled that I
had never realized its witchery be-
fore. •
"I knew he was a robber. At the
bar of my soul he stood condemned
as a murderer. but %%hen he spoke,
When be turned his eyes full upon
me with a world of power is their
dark depths, intensely as I loathed
the man. I felt that here was an in-
fluence with which I had never bat-
tled. and one which mocked all my
efforts at resistance. In vain I tried
to call up my memories of his vic-
tim lying in a lonely mountain grave,
his honor forever tarnished, his life
a sacrifice to this snioneasx.ffor shove
all stood out clearly die conviction
that my will was enslaved for all
eternity; that, through some subtle
JACKSON FOUNDRY deb MOM CO*
Heavy steam hammer forgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laundry machinery, boil-
er and engine cheep.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
•
patient's sleeping soul seemed to
:..hake off the shackles of some nays-
teriou.s bondage. New resolution
looked out from the eyes which had
so often reminded the nurse of a
stricken. hunted deer at bay. The
sunlight of hope dawned over a face
lately eclipsed by the shadow of de-
spair, and in answer to her wonder-
ing questions he told her the reason
444-. "That Demon is responsible
for the ruin of my Life. I lie here a
bettered. scan-ed wreck, my hopes de-
feated, my happiness blighted, all the
work of the best years of my grail-
hood lying in ruins at my feet, but
if retribution has at last rid my path
of this fatal influence for evil which
has ruined my good name and drag-
ged my: resolution in chains at the
chariot wheels of his will, then _in-
deed may I yet hope to make an hon-
orable useful life out of the frog-
ments.of existence I have in vain tri-
ed to cast away.
I waN a minister of the gospel in
my little home town, which nestled
in the shadow of the towering west-
ern mountains. My little ivy-clad
1
 
church nestled. close to the side of
!the eternal peaks that seemed to
!point to the blue heavens and the
glory beyond them.
I lived a quiet happy life among
the 'murmuring pines, whose every
whisper spoke of lofty ideals, of noble
ambitions, of a life as pure as the
snow seen from my study window on
the distant mountain tops.
"But- one never-to-be-forgotten day
the serpent entered my Eden. and all
the brightness and beauty fail.il at
his touch into the desolation of the
grave. A stranger, he came to our
little village to seek for health in the
shadow of the sighing pines. lie
brought great numbers of books and
I we simple mountain people wonderedat the philosophy he taught from
I them, for-they all- dealt with the one
(great subject of the human will. how
, to subdue it, how to control it anitt
I make it subject to the stronger will.
;We all looked upon the stranger as a
fanatic upon the one subject, but ea
- he was very brilliant and a fitte
spealvt ticie,.' dcrcci to c-ost iteotth,
power, he had shackled my free spir-
it with fetters of his own forging.
The torture of the thought was mul-
tiplied when the next instant I heard
bit voice, always with the same note
of conscious, quiet power and the
same effect of serpent-like fascina-
tion, as he told me that he needed
my influence to quell the storm rising
around him. that I must shield him
and, a: the dead boy's friend, my as-
sert my belief in his innocence
"I refused, emphatically. indig-
nantly, but on the next Sabbath I
rose in my pipit, and, instead of the
burning denunciation I had planned,
another will than mine dictated my
sermon. and I pleaded for this villain
and declared that he was not guilty
until my confiding, misguided people
were affected to tears and thronged
round this 'serpent to ask his forgive-
ness. I thought that my suffering
had reached its height, but this was
only the beginning. I could tell you
of a double life I led, lifting my
voice in prayer with the congregation
at my little church, and by night do-
ing the bidding of the will that was
leading me to destruction.
I could tell you of a clan of law-
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f terror on the western border, of
helpless old men tortured for their
gold, of the clink of spurtous silver is
the counterleiter's den at midnight,
of innocent little children stolen
from happy homes and held for the
ransom which the broken-hearted fa-
ther never failed to raise. Never but
once--for one little body was sent
home in a flower-lined casket, a cruel
gash in the white throat with a note
of warning for other parents who
refused to comply with thc demands
of these fiends.
It was then that I resolved upon
. :he last appeal. ley will was en-
thralled, my life a living lie, what
barns I asked, to end it all; to pass of
my own volition from the slavery of
life to death's eternal freedom? From
my loathsome bondage of will and
purpose to the silent halls of the
hereafter, where the angels would
know and understand? Suffice it to
say I made the desperate attempt
three times and each time was called
back from the misty portals of the
shadowland by the devoted care of
strangers. And now realize the pur-
pose of my failures for with this
damning influence gone out of my
life, I can build a nes (awe and
oae that by Divine help shall cover
the horrors of the past with the man-
tle of oblivion and shall strew on
the grave. of its sins the white lilies
of hope and -trust.*
The voice, vibrant with deep joy,
,faltered into silence and the patient
lay with alert, joyous eyes gazing out
at the radiant western sky. •Just at
that moment the golden rays of 'the
setting sun flashed in at the western
window, bathing the rapturous face
in a flood of glory that seemed to
ensile from the open gates of Paradise
arid it rested on the bowed head like
a erown on a victor's brow—a prom-
ise for the joyous future which had
tregun.















The steamer Joe Fowler comes in
this morning from Evansville and
skips rut at once on her return that
way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler goes to Cairo and tomes back
tonight about 9 o'clock.
The steamer George Cowling car-
ried several hundred excursionists
out of here Sunday- dowii to Fort
Massac.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The OCity of Memphis came out
of the Tennessee river last night and
stays until $ o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before departing on her return
that way.
The strainer fseorgia Lier gots III
Cincinnati this morning and leaves
theertuensweow on tier return this
way for Memphis. She reaches this
city next Sunday on her way dime.
The Peters Lee did not get by
herr until yesterday &bemoan' hound
for Memphis from Cincinnati. • elbs
gets Is, the JINN City tomorrow t
morning and should leave right away
on her return In this direction.
The City of Saltillo will not leave
St. Louis imtit tomorrow &bongoes,
and get 'here Friday morning en-
route to the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah comes out
of the Tennessee river Thursday on
hr way both to St. Leak
The towboat Boa: passed down
yesterday bound from Pittsburg to
the lower Mississippi river with a
large tow of *sal.
The Harvester and Reaper are due
in from up Ike Ohio river with feel
tows for the West Kentucky Coal
company.
• The toreitilalicaliNkarr 7. S. arrived,
Sunday from S."Louis to he Mitt-
hiteled and -ostank.in-sondition for )-
t his 'dawn •
There left yesterday for the Can- •
berland neer the' Mesmer Charlie e




A Perfect finished cloth fabric paper in medium weight En-
velop s& to match in stylish cut.
THIS PAPER WILL SUIT THE MOST EXACTING.
4,16 .E.roadway.
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For one week only we offer z pound paper (06 sheets) and
so envelopes for soc.,This price in for introduction only.
The Tennessee F-lectrical Theatre,
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